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Kinetic isotope effect (KIE) measurements are a powerful tool to interrogate the 

microscopic steps in enzyme catalyzed reactions and can provide detailed information about 

transition state structures. However, the application of KIE measurements to study enzymatic 

reactions is not widely applied due to the tedious and complex analytical workflows required to 

measure KIEs with sufficient precision. In this thesis I described the development of a novel 

competitive KIE measurement method using MALDI-TOF-MS and the investigation of the 

transition state of glycosyltransferase enzyme BshA from B. subtilis.  

We developed a method for the direct measurement of competitive KIEs using a whole 

molecule matrix assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) time of flight (TOF) mass 

spectrometry (MS). This approach enabled quantitative measurements of both relative isotope 



  

abundance of an analyte and fractional conversion F in single measurements without the need for 

purification prior to analysis. The application of this MALDI-TOF MS approach has demonstrated 

the precision of KIE measurements comparable to those obtained using competitive radioisotope 

labelling, and NMR based approaches while requiring smaller amounts of stable isotope labelled 

substrates.  

Using two chemoenzymatic approaches, we then synthesized 5 substrates for the 

application of our method to investigate the transition state of BshA: UDP-GlcNAc (3.1), [1-

13C]UDP-GlcNAc (3.2), [2-13C]UDP-GlcNAc (3.3), [13C6]UDP-GlcNAc (3.4) and [2-2H]UDP-

GlcNAc (3.5). Finally, we have begun to work on the synthesis of [1-18O]UDP-GlcNAc and 

describe an approach to prepare this substrate that is currently underway in the lab.  

Application of the quantitative whole molecule MALDI-TOF MS approach enabled us to 

determine multiple competitive KIEs for the enzymatic reaction catalyzed by BshA. While 

previous studies suggested a front-face SNi (DNAN) TS for the conjugation of UDP-GlcNAc and 

L-malate, our KIE results show that a stepwise mechanism resulting in the formation of a discrete, 

though likely short lived, oxocarbenium ion intermediate is more likely.  

Our method be applied to study other glycosyltransferases whose mechanisms still remain 

to be elucidated and to design TS based inhibitors for enzymes involved in different bacterial 

infections. Future work on automation of this method would simplify the KIE measurement 

process and increase reproducibility making the measurement of KIEs for TS analysis a more 

experimentally accessible technique for the broader enzymology research community. 

 

 

 



  

LAY ABSTRACT 

 

Bacterial infections are usually treated with antibiotics, that help the immune system clear 

the infection. But sometimes, bacteria develop a way to protect themselves against antibiotics and 

the immune system. Bacterial infections which are resistant to antibiotics often lead to sepsis if 

another antibiotic is not available and are most dangerous for immunocompromised people. People 

become immunocompromised for many reasons, including advanced age, metabolic disorders like 

diabetes, cancer treatments, and even cancer itself. Antibiotic resistance in immunocompromised 

people can often lead to death. But if we can quickly develop molecules that stop these bacteria 

from being resistant, it would increase the effectiveness of antibiotics currently available on the 

market. These molecules are called inhibitors because they inhibit the activity of enzymes, which 

are proteins that bacteria use for many functions that allow their survival.  

We developed a method that can quickly, precisely and with relative ease analyze what 

goes on inside the enzyme. When enzymes consume different molecules called substrates, they go 

through a transition state before forming a product. Our method obtains information about this 

transition state that can be used to design inhibitors. While other methods investigating transition 

states exist, they are mainly performed by only the specialized labs who developed them. These 

methods often require extensive purification, and separate measurements of the variables 

important for this analysis. We designed a more user-friendly method that could be applied by a 

wider community of researchers – a method that does not require purification of molecules being 

analyzed and measures all important variables simultaneously with a precision comparable to the 

other methods in this field. 



  

We used our novel method to analyze an enzyme called BshA, which is involved in 

antibiotic resistance of Fosfomycin, the drug that is used to treat urinary tract and bladder 

infections and other infections that lead to sepsis in immunocompromised patients. We found new 

information about the transition state of BshA which could be used to make inhibitors that would 

stop Fosfomycin resistance. Moreover, our method can be used to investigate other enzymes 

involved in bacterial and viral infections, and potentially even different types of cancer. As long 

as an enzyme is important for the progression of a disease, our method could test it to quickly and 

precisely investigate its transition state.  This information could be used to build an inhibitor that 

would stop the disease of interest. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Transition State Analysis of 

Glycosyltransferase via Kinetic Isotope Measurements 
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Enzymes are one of the largest categories of biological drug targets, with more 

than 40% of approved drugs targeting enzymes. One way to target enzymes is through 

the design of small molecules that inhibit the catalytic function of the enzyme. 

Traditionally, high-throughput screening approaches and structure-based drug design 

are used to discover enzyme inhibitors, however each has its limitations. High-

throughput screening for example, requires an appropriate assay that is compatible with 

automated liquid handling that enables sensitive detection of inhibitor binding, and 

requires access to large libraries of small molecules to screen, which are not always 

available. Structure-based drug design, on the other hand, utilizes information about 

protein three-dimensional structure from x-ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, or cryo-electron microscopy (CryoEM). While 

advances in structural biology techniques have increased access to protein structural 

information, structural determination of many drug targets remains challenging. This 

is especially true for membrane proteins and intrinsically disordered proteins that can 

be resistant to traditional structural biology approaches. Thus, there is a need for 

alternative methods for drug design. One such alternative involves the design of 

transition state analogues as enzyme inhibitors by mimicking the geometry and electron 

distribution at the enzymatic transition state.  
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Figure 1.1. Reaction rate acceleration in enzymatic reactions. (A) Energy diagram 

showing the difference in activation energy between uncatalyzed and enzymatically 

catalyzed reaction. (B) Diagram of thermodynamic relationship between rate constants 

of catalyzed and uncatalyzed reaction  

We know that enzymes are able to greatly accelerate the rate of chemical 

reactions by lowering the activation energy needed to reach the transitions state (Figure 

1.1). Linus Pauling first postulated that enzymes accomplish this rate enhancement by 

evolving to bind tightly to and stabilize the transition state species of the reaction.1 

Barry Wolfenden formalized the thermodynamics for this hypothesis 1972, which 

shows that the enzyme binds tighter to that transition state species than to the substrate 

of the reaction by a factor of the enzyme rate enhancement.2 Since transition states (TS) 

are chemically unstable species, they exist only for a femtosecond time scale.3–6 

However, chemically stable mimics of these TS could serve as potent inhibitors by 

exploiting the same binding interactions that lead to TS stabilization. Traditional 

methods like x-ray crystallography or spectroscopy cannot be used to directly study the 

TS due to its short lifetime, but we can get indirect information about TS though kinetic 

isotope effect (KIE) measurements. KIEs are changes in reaction rate observed when 

an atom of the substrate is replaced by a heavier isotope. Typically, two identical 
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reactions are measured using substrates that are isotopologues, molecular entities that 

differ only in their isotopic composition, and the ratio of the rate constants is calculated 

and reported as KIE.7 One isotopologue contains a light isotope (1H, 12C, 14N, or 16O) 

near or at the reaction center of the molecule and the other isotopologue contains a 

stable heavy isotope (2H, 13C, 15N or 18O) or radioisotope (3H and 14C) at the same 

position.  

 

 

Figure 1.2. Zero-point energy difference between C-H and C-D bond. 

Substituting a light isotope with a heavier isotope causes changes in bond 

vibration frequencies. The energy the molecule possesses in the ground vibrational 

state is known as the zero-point energy, and it forms the basis for the reactivity 

differences between isotopologues. The ground state (GS) for a bond vibration lies 

above the potential energy surface and as a result, heavier isotopes have lower zero-

point energy than light isotopes of the same element (Figure 1.2). The sum of bond 

vibrational energies of the isotopically substituted atom changes as reaction goes from 

reactant to transition state, resulting in an experimentally measurable isotope effect.8  
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As a bond is being broken, the force constant for the bond is being weakened. 

As force constant is weakened, the frequency of bond stretch is smaller and 

consequently, so is the vibrational energy (En). The vibrational energy (En) is dependent 

on the frequency of the bond stretch (υ), which is in turn dependent on the reduced 

mass of the two connected atoms (µ). 

Vibrational energy levels are quantized and can be described by: 

𝑒𝑛 = (𝑛 +
1

2
) ℎ𝑣    𝑛 = 0,1,2 …  

When we change the mass of the atom, we change the frequency of the bond vibration. 

𝑣 =
1

2
√

𝑘

𝑚𝑟
  where 𝑚𝑟 =

𝑚1𝑚2

𝑚1+𝑚2
 

1.1 Primary and Secondary KIEs 

Based on the different position of the isotopic substitution placement, kinetic 

isotope effects could be divided into primary and secondary. Based on the difference 

in mass between the light and heavy isotope, KIEs have different magnitudes and 

ranges associated with a particular mechanism (Table 1.1). Hydrogen/deuterium 

isotope effects (1H vs 2H=D) result from a much larger mass change than carbon isotope 

effects (12C vs 13C). As a result of this mass difference, primary carbon isotope effects 

vary between 0.99 and 1.07 and primary hydrogen isotope effects vary between less 

than 1.0 and 1.20, as shown in Table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1 Approximate ranges of KIEs Measured in TS Analyses8 

position type Approximate 

range 

Interpretation 

1-13C primary > 1.07 Synchronous ANDN (SN2)9 

  1.013 – 1.03 Dissociative ANDN (SN2)10–21 

  1.005 – 1.01 Dissociative DNAN (SNi) 20,22,23
 

  0.995 – 1.0 Stepwise DN*AN (SN1) 23–25 

1-2H α-secondary 1.08 – 1.20 Dissociative ANDN/DNAN or 

DN*AN
 9,10,12,14–24,26–28 

  < 1.0 Synchronous ANDN 
9 

2-2H β-secondary >1.07 High oxocarbenium ion character 

and hyperconjugation 10,12,14–24,26–28 

  < 1.035 Low oxocarbenium ion character 

or lack of hyperconjugation 9,23–25 

 

Primary KIEs are observed when bond to isotopically labeled atom is breaking 

in TS of the slow rate determining step of the reaction. More detailed description of 

this type of KIE is described in the review by Shiner and Wilgis.29 Primary isotope 

effects could be measured for carbon of the reaction center, leaving group or 

nucleophile (Figure 1.3A). For leaving group KIEs, for example, the bonding, 

vibrational energy to an isotopically labeled atom in the leaving group is reduced going 

to the TS, so the resulting KIE will be larger than 1 (i.e. the light isotopologue will 

react faster). Traditionally, it was considered that the amount of Cα–LG bond rupture 
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was directly correlated with the magnitude of these LG KIEs. Thus, it could be inferred 

that the KIE provides detailed information about the length of the Cα–LG bond at the 

TS.8 For primary carbon KIEs, larger values are associated with TS of a synchronous 

or dissociative bimolecular reaction (Table 1.1). Large values (KIE > 1) signify a faster 

reaction rate of the lighter isotope reactant/substrate due to smaller activation energy 

of the lighter isotope. This activation energy entering the TS decreases more for lighter 

isotope due to bond weakening compared to that of a heavier carbon isotope. Values 

close to or less than 1 signify bond strengthening to the light isotope compared to the 

heavy isotope, resulting in slower reaction rate for the light isotope compared to the 

heavy isotope. These values could be expected for SN1 and SNi-like reactions as shown 

in Table 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.3. Categorization of KIE types. A. Primary isotope effects based on 

mechanistic role B. Secondary H isotope effects based on the distance between the 

position of isotopic substitution and the reaction center. 
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Secondary KIEs are observed when the bond to the isotopically substituted 

atom is not broken or formed in the transition state of the rate-determining step of the 

reaction. Based on the distance between the position of isotopic substitution and the 

reaction center, secondary KIEs are referred to as α, β, γ, etc. (Figure 1.3B). An α-

secondary effect is measured for isotopically labeled atoms bonded directly to the 

reacting atom, β-secondary effect is measured for isotopically labeled atoms two bonds 

away from the reaction center and γ-secondary effected is measured for isotopically 

labeled atoms three bonds away from the reaction center. Due to the small magnitude 

of secondary KIEs, only alpha-secondary and beta-secondary hydrogen atom isotope 

effects have been studied in detail (Table 1.1). Secondary α-deuterium KIEs are 

observed when hydrogen is substituted for a deuterium isotope at the reacting carbon. 

Large normal α-deuterium KIEs are found for solvolysis reactions proceeding through 

a carbenium ion intermediate, while smaller α-deuterium KIEs are observed for 

reactions proceeding via SN2 mechanism.11,20,30 Small normal or inverse α-deuterium 

KIE is observed as a result of the Cα-–H(D) stretching vibrations becoming stronger 

due to rehybridization of the Cα from sp3 into a sp2 hybridized center.8 Therefore, we 

can see that the change in the Cα-H(D) out-of-plane bending vibrations on going from 

the reactants to the transition state largely dictate the magnitude of the secondary KIE.  

Secondary β-deuterium KIEs are observed when hydrogen is substituted for a 

deuterium isotope at the β-carbon. While these KIEs are slightly affected by steric 

effects (Cβ–D bonds are shorter than the Cβ–H bonds), and inductive effects (D is more 

electron donating than H), secondary β-deuterium KIEs are mainly the result of 

hyperconjugative effects related to the amount of cationic charge that develops on the 
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α-carbon in the TS (the weaker Cβ–H bonds stabilize the transition state more than Cβ–

D bonds via hyperconjugation).31 Hyperconjugation weakens the Cβ–H/D bond and 

lowers its associated vibrational frequency.32 Since the deuterium labelled molecule 

has a stronger bond to carbon, it participates in the hyperconjugation to a lesser extent 

than the protonated molecule, giving a small normal KIE (Table 1.1).   

1.2 Kinetic Isotope Effect Measurements 

The measurement of KIEs can be carried out in either a non-competitive or 

competitive manner. In non-competitive KIE measurements, the kinetic constants are 

measured from separate experiments with light and heavy isotopologue substrates, after 

which the ratio of rate constants are compared to give the experimental KIEs. Although 

in theory it is possible to measure isotope effects on every kinetic parameter 

individually through non-competitive KIE measurements, many factors, such as light 

differences in temperature, pH, concentration, can influence the observed rate constant 

in a way that is independent of the true isotope effect value of such a small magnitude. 

By comparison, in competitive KIE measurements, both light and heavy isotopologue 

substrates are combined in a mixture and allowed to react as competitive substrates. 

The KIE is calculated using the ratio between light and heavy isotopologue substrate 

concentrations (R/Ro) and fractional conversion (F). Competitive KIEs are calculated 

using eq. 1: 

(𝑅 𝑅∘⁄ ) = (1 − 𝐹)(1
𝑘𝑖𝑒⁄ −1) 

where R is the heavy/light isotope ratio measured for the unreacted substrate at F, Ro is 

the initial heavy/light isotope ratio for the substrate at time zero, F is the fraction of 
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substrate that has been converted to product (ie. fractional conversion), and kie is the 

isotope effect. In this thesis, we will be focusing on competitive isotope effects, as they 

provide sturdier measurements and human error will be minimized to a higher degree 

through these types of measurements.  

KIEs probe the individual atom bond vibrational environment at enzyme 

transition state. Over the past 80 years, KIEs have been used to study the mechanism 

and inform the structure of the transition states of chemical and enzymatic reactions. 

The Bigeleisen treatment, based on Eyring absolute rate theory, assumes there is a 

single potential energy surface along which the reaction takes place, and that there is a 

potential energy barrier between reactants and products.33,34 For each stage of the 

reaction, the reaction occurs along the minimal energy path. The transition state is 

assumed to be in equilibrium with reactants and products except that one vibrational 

degree of freedom has become imaginary and that its energy is converted into motion 

along the reaction coordinate.31  

Since energy at a state (Ground or Transition) is a function of vibrational 

frequency, this energy is a function of the strength of a bond, and the mass of the 

vibrating atoms. The decrease of force constants to an isotopically labeled atom at the 

TS compared to ground state (GS) weakens the bond in the transition state, so its energy 

decreases more for the light isotope than the heavy isotope. This means that the 

activation energy for the light isotope is smaller for the heavy isotope and therefore 

light isotope reacts faster, resulting in a normal KIE > 1 (klight > kheavy), reflecting a 

“looser” TS (Figure 1.4 – left).8,31 Here, the sum of vibrational energies is closer in 

value between heavy and light isotopes at the TS compared to the GS.  
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If the bond to the isotopically labeled atom is broken in a reaction, but bond 

breaking has not occurred at the transition state of the rate-determining step of the 

overall reaction, there is no change in force constants involving the isotopic atom 

between ground state and TS. In this case, the KIE is at unity and it equals to 1 (ie. the 

light and heavy isotopologues react with the same rate).  

However, increase of force constants to isotopically labeled atom at TS 

strengthens the bond in the transition state, so its energy increases more for the light 

isotope than the heavy isotope. This means that the activation energy for the light 

isotope is bigger than for the heavy isotope and therefore it reacts slower, resulting in 

an inverse KIE < 1 (klight < kheavy), reflecting a “tighter” TS (Figure 1.4 – right).8,31 Here, 

the sum of vibrational energies is farther in value between heavy and light isotopes at 

the TS compared to the GS. The transition from sp3 to sp2 hybridization includes a 

decrease in coordination number and more s character, which results in a higher 

bending frequency and tighter hold to the atoms, meaning more force is needed to break 

the bonds.  Change in force constants to isotopically labeled atom on going to TS of 

rate determining step and changes in bond length to the isotopically substituted atom 

in TS both contribute to KIE magnitude, and thus reflect the amount of bonding to 

isotopically labeled atoms of TS. As KIEs can identify bonds that are changing in TS 

of rate determining steps, they are useful for determining mechanisms of a reaction.  
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Figure 1.4. Energy diagrams of normal KIE vs inverse KIE showing energy differences 

between different isotopes of the same atom at ground state and transition state. 

 

1.3 Transition State Analysis 

In statistical mechanics, the definition of the transition state is the point where 

the energetics of bond making or breaking have equal probability of moving from the 

transition state toward either the reactant or the product basins.  The transition state in 

chemistry is defined by the time for atoms to move apart or together to form a new 

bond and thus is known to occur on the time scale of bond vibrations.35–37 Enzymes 

accelerate chemical reactions by binding to and stabilizing the TS.38 Wolfenden 

proposed a thermodynamic explanation by assuming that the increased binding affinity 

of the transition state species compared to the reactants is proportional to the catalytic 

rate enhancement imposed by the enzyme.2 These proposals imply that chemically 

stable TS analogues that mimic the geometry and charge localization of the enzymatic 

TS would be potent enzyme inhibitors. 
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TS structure refers to the atomic composition, bond geometry and electrostatics 

of the TS as a fixed object.39 If we define the TS as such, we can then extrapolate its 

interactions with other molecules based on that TS image. Despite the femtosecond 

scale lifetime of TS, TS structure can be indirectly determined through a combination 

of intrinsic kinetic isotope effects (KIE) and computational chemistry.36 TS structure 

information obtained through this approach has led to the design of TS analogues for 

enzymatic reactions.35,36 The overall approach to TS analysis involves: 1) selection of 

the enzymatic target 2) synthesis of the isotopically labeled substrates 3) measurement 

of intrinsic KIEs 4) use of quantum chemical density functional theory (DFT) 

calculations to match a transition state structure to the experimentally determined 

intrinsic KIEs 5) solving the wave function of the static model of the TS and using it 

for construction of an electrostatic potential surface map, which can be used as the 

blueprint for design of a stable mimic of the transition state 6) application of synthetic 

organic chemistry to the chemical synthesis of the mimics and 7) testing the proposed 

analogues against the target enzyme.35,36 However, such an approach requires precise 

experimental KIEs, and thus a number of experimental approaches have emerged to 

measure these precise KIEs. 

1.4 Overview of current approaches for KIE measurements 

Experimental approaches for KIE measurement have been evolving in different 

directions over the course of the last century. There are three general strategies for 

determination of KIEs:  1) direct comparison of reaction rates40,41 2) equilibrium 

perturbation measurements42–44 and 3) measurement by internal competition.43–45 The 

first two strategies are generally applicable for the measurement of primary hydrogen 
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atom KIEs but lack the precision necessary to reproducibly measure heavy atom KIEs 

(ie. KIEs of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, etc), or secondary hydrogen atom 

KIEs, which are smaller in magnitude.  For the investigation of such small kinetic 

isotope effects, the most commonly used method is internal competition because of its 

high precision. The competitive method avoids systematic errors present in 

measurements that directly compare reaction rates by directly measuring changes in the 

isotope ratio of the two isotopologues present within the same reaction.46 In this 

chapter, I will focus mainly on the competitive methods for KIE measurements.  

1.4.1 Measurement of KIEs by Scintillation Counting/Radiolabeling 

Liquid scintillation counting (LSC) quantifies the radioactive activity of low 

energy radioisotopes. In order to absorb the energy into detectable light pulses, LSC 

technique requires the analyte to be mixed with an aromatic solvent, and a scintillator 

(fluor).47  The energy released from a radioactive decay of the analyte excites the 

aromatic solvent and is further transferred to the scintillator. The scintillant emits a 

flash of light when high energy electrons (-particles) are released upon decay of the 

radioactive isotope. The resultant photon emissions are recorded by a photomultiplier 

tube within the liquid scintillation counter (Figure 1.5).  
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Figure 1.5 Liquid scintillation counting principle of analysis 

LSC of radioisotope-labeled molecules was initially the dominant method for 

measuring competitive KIEs since it can achieve high precision up to ± 0.3 %.26 

However, the requirement for radioisotopes limits its use to reactions using radio-

labeled substrates that are either commercially available or that can be easily prepared 

from commercially available radio-labeled reagents.48–50 This method now is mainly 

used to analyze hydrogen tunneling by comparing 1H/3H and 2H/3H isotope effects and 

heavy atom KIEs via competitive methods46. Furthermore, synthesis of radiolabeled 

isotopes can be limited due to degradation of intermediates and extensive purification 

of the labeled substrates is needed to remove any labeled contaminants.  Because LSC 

detects all radioactive labeled compounds – substrates, products, and intermediates, 
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any labeled contaminants can introduce large errors in calculating a precise KIE.48 For 

example, when measuring KIEs using the ratio of 14C/3H present in the reaction 

product, the presence of a 0.2% contaminant can generate greater than a 1% error in 

the measured KIE value.26  

The dual-radiolabel competitive method for the determination of KIEs was 

applied by Schramm and co-workers for TS analysis of human and bovine purine 

nucleoside phosphorylases to demonstrate that bovine and human nucleoside 

phosphorylases stabilize different TS structures51–53. The approach has also been 

applied by the Klinman laboratory to examine enzymatic hydride transfer reactions of 

thermophilic alcohol dehydrogenase and soybean lipoxygenase-1.39,54   

1.4.2 Measurement of KIEs by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectrometry 

(NMR) 

Competitive NMR methods for KIE measurements were first reported in 1986 

by the Pascal group who measured deuterium KIEs in organic and biological reactions 

by natural abundance NMR.55 Pascal used natural abundance of deuterium in 2-

bromoethyl benzene and styrene dibromide to calculate KIEs. While all NMR-active 

nuclei can be theoretically determined at natural abundances, it is difficult to quantify 

accurately their abundances using early NMR instruments. However, NMR cannot be 

directly used to measure 18O KIEs since it lacks a nuclear spin, using NMR at natural 

abundance to determine KIEs bypasses the   synthesis   of   isotopically   enriched   

substrates.46 More accurate and precise KIE measurements are possible by NMR if 

stable isotope labeled substrates are used.  Consequently, accurate measurements of the 
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small KIEs were hard to measure because of the very low natural isotope abundances. 

However, the instrument sensitivity of NMR spectroscopy has been dramatically 

improved by increases in field strength and the introduction of cryoprobes. 

Dan Singleton in 1995 expanded on this approach to enable the measurement 

of natural abundant 13C and 2H isotope effects for all carbon and non-exchangeable 

hydrogen within a molecule.56 The method simultaneously measures KIEs for all 

carbon positions from one experiment, but it requires large reactions with multiple 

gram quantities of starting material in order to obtain sufficiently quantitative 

results.57,58 A remote 13C signal, used as a reference, is assumed to have a KIE of 1 and 

the change in signal intensity for all other 13C positions within the molecule are 

measured relative to that reference. This approach works best for small molecules in 

which we can assume that only a single 13C isotope is present in each individual 

molecule. Because of the requirement of gram quantities of reactants, the method has 

limited application for the measurement of enzymatic kinetic isotope effects.59 

The Bennett group built on the work by Singleton and developed a method 

including a 13C reporter to track the isotope ratio of an adjacent atom using quantitative 

13C NMR.60 Using isotope labeled substrates allowed for the continuous monitoring of 

isotope ratios as a function of reaction progress. However, this approach requires the 

presence of multiple isotopic labels within a single reactant and still required large 

amounts of sample (> 2 mg) for each analysis or the use of a cryogenic NMR probe to 

boost sensitivity.46,60,61 The low sensitivity limitation was later overcome by the 

development of 2D [13C, 1H]-heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) NMR 

technique that allows for a continuous measurement of unpurified reaction mixture.62 
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Murkin group improved the sensitivity by indirectly measuring 13C signals,62 but this 

technique requires synthesis of large quantities of the isotopically labeled substrates, 

one of which contains two isotopic labels at adjacent atomic positions, which limits the 

general application of this approach. 

1.4.3 Measurement of KIEs by Mass Spectrometry (MS) 

Mass spectrometry (MS) is an analytical technique that determines the 

molecular weight of the analyte molecules through the separation of ionized analytes 

by the differences in the ratios of their charges to their respective masses (mass/charge; 

m/z), to determine the molecular weight of those molecules. Since mass spectrometry 

can distinguish multiple isotopes simultaneously at high sensitivity, it has been widely 

used to study of isotope effects.63 Mass spectrometry-based approaches have been used 

to measure KIEs in enzyme systems, typically by quenching the reaction at various 

time points and determining the relative quantities of labeled and unlabeled 

reactant/product.64–66 

Two MS based approaches have been developed for competitive kinetic isotope 

effect measurements using stable isotopic labeling of substrates: isotope-ratio mass 

spectrometry (IRMS) and whole molecule mass spectrometry (WMMS). IRMS allows 

for the accurate measurement of small differences in the abundances of isotopes such 

as 2H/1H, 13C/12C, 15N/14N, and 18O/16O. Through interaction with the electron beam in 

the ion source, samples are converted into gases such as H2, CO2, N2, and CO 

depending on their chemical composition.67 Isotope ratio mass spectrometry is very 

sensitive and could obtain high precision on the order of 0.01%. However, IRMS is 
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highly dependent on sample purity and limited to the analysis of small gaseous 

molecules or to analytes where the isotopically labeled atom can be quantitatively 

converted to one of the aforementioned gases.46 The Cleland group introduced a remote 

label method coupled with IRMS for the first time, which they used for determining 

KIEs for a variety of enzymatic reactions with high precision.68 This method was 

effective in analyzing glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase reaction, adenosine 

deaminase and aspartate transcarbamylase.69–72 However, this method requires 

extensive purification of the mixture of unlabeled and isotope labeled molecules 

because contaminants lead to generation of artefactual isotope effects. Another 

limitation is that fractional conversion had to be measured using an alternative 

technique such as UV-vis spectroscopy.  

Whole molecule mass spectrometry (WMMS), on the other hand, involves the 

analysis of intact molecular ions by mass spectrometry without breaking down the 

analyte molecule into a gas, using ionization techniques like electrospray ionization 

(ESI) or matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI). WMMS has the 

advantage of requiring only pmole–nmole quantities of single stable isotope labeled 

substrates. Advances in MS have allowed for increasingly precise measurement of 

isotope ratios. In 1978, Cooks group reported the first use of isotope effect 

measurements using WMMS to determine chlorine isotope effects in elimination 

reactions with standard error of less than 5%.73 In the 1990s, Anderson group developed 

a method applying WMMS to measure the enzymatic catalyzed KIEs with a precision 

similar to the radioactive-labeled method.74,75 Schramm group applied this method to 

their own research showing similar experimental values with WMMS (0.991 ± 0.003) 
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as with the radioactive label model (0.986 ± 0.003).18 While WMMS shows promising 

precision, these methods typically require complex analytical workflows that involve 

purification of the analyte through techniques such as high-performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) before isotope ratios can be measured. As a result, fractional 

conversions (F) are not measured directly and must be estimated using an alternative 

approach.76–79 These approaches are time consuming and labor intensive as they require 

numerous sample handling and purification steps before analysis, which have the 

potential to introduce errors in the measured KIE because of the purification method. 

This limitation calls for improvement to include measurement of both fractional 

conversion and isotopic ratio in a single experiment. 

1.4.4 Measurement of KIEs by MALDI-MS 

Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization Mass Spectrometry (MALDI-

MS) is a soft ionization method that uses laser irradiation to ionize intact (bio)-

molecules which have been co-crystallized in a matrix.80–82 In MALDI, analytes are 

incorporated into organic matrices in a solid or viscous phase and are then irradiated 

with a laser to facilitate the ionization/desorption reactions as they enter the gas phase. 

The molecules enter an excited state which enables a proton transfer between excited 

matrix ions and vaporized analyte molecules, thereby ionizing them. Analyte ions are 

then accelerated by an electric field to enter the mass analyzer, in most cases, a time-

of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer. A TOF analyzer works on the principle that 

accelerated ions from the laser pulse in the MALDI source will enter a long, field-free 

tube in vacuum.83,84 As the ions are accelerated in the same electric field, they will 

separate in the field-free region according to their mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio. Thus, 
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when ions hit the detector at the end of the flight-tube, the m/z ratio of the ions can be 

determined by calculating the time it takes them to fly through the tube.  

The analysis of large biomolecules as intact groups was made possible by the 

development of MALDI in the 1980s.82 After the development of ESI, the use of 

MALDI in the analysis of biomolecules initially declined, however, because of the 

development of high sensitivity instruments, the low sample consumption, and limited 

sample processing requirements, the use of MALDI has significantly increased over 

the last decade. 

The laboratory of Minkui Luo used a MALDI-TOF MS method to measure 

KIEs for the reaction catalyzed by the protein lysine methyltransferase enzymes SET8 

in 2013.85  However, in their approach it required separate experiments to analyze 

isotopic ratios and fractional conversion, and required prior purification of the analytes 

prior to analysis, all of which can introduce errors in the measurement of highly precise 

KIEs. Thus, there is still a need for precise WMMS based KIE approaches that can be 

used to simultaneously measure both isotope ratios and fractional conversion of 

enzyme reactions in a single experiment with minimal sample purification and 

handling. 

1.5 Glycosyltransferases 

KIE measurements have been one of the best tools for determining transition state 

structure of enzymatic reactions, as they are very sensitive to changes in TS structure. 

For many enzymatic reactions the observed KIEs can be reasonably interpreted, once 

the intrinsic values are known on the chemical steps.44,86 The problem is that the 
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chemical step (or steps) of an enzymatic reaction is often not completely rate limiting. 

In those cases one has to either find a way to make this step rate limiting (by changing 

substrate, changing pH, or mutating the enzyme) or find a way to calculate the intrinsic 

isotope effect.87 Enzymologists aim to determine transition state structures for 

enzymatic reactions for several reasons. For example: (1) to compare the mechanisms 

of enzymatic and nonenzymatic reactions in order to understand better the factors 

involved in enzymatic catalysis and (2) to determine transition states of these enzymes 

and create analogs as potential powerful drugs.  

One family of enzymes that would be particularly suitable for TS analysis via 

KIE measurements are glycosyltransferase (GT) enzymes. Despite their suitability for 

TS analysis, only a few examples of GT enzyme KIE measurements have been 

reported. GTs are responsible for the biosynthesis of complex glycan structures, which 

play significant roles in various processes in nature ranging from bacterial toxicity to 

mammalian development.88–90 Glycosyltransferases catalyze glycosidic bond 

formation reactions using sugar donors containing a nucleoside phosphate or a lipid 

phosphate leaving group.91 Leloir glycosyltransferases utilize carbohydrates linked to 

a nucleotide diphosphate (NDP) typically through an α-linked glycosidic bond, where 

non-Leloir glycosyl transferase utilize glycolipids, such as polyprenyl-pyrophosphate-

sugars, or phosphorylated sugar as glycosyl donors.92 

Glycosyltransferases can be classified as either retaining or inverting enzymes 

according to the stereochemistry of the substrates and reaction products 93,94. The 

recommendations of the International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 

(IUBMB) do not indicate the intrinsic structural features of the enzymes, nor do they 
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adequately accommodate enzymes which act on several distinct substrates. However, 

the carbohydrate active enzyme (CAZy) database proposes the continuously updated 

classification of glycosyltransferases using nucleotide diphospho-sugar, nucleotide 

monophospho-sugars and sugar phosphates and related proteins into distinct sequence-

based families as first described by Campbell et al.95 and then by Coutinho et al.96 

While this classification is useful and can provide mechanistic insight into a proteins 

function, single GT families often include enzymes that utilize different NDP-sugar 

substrates and different glycosyl acceptor substrates, limiting their use in predicting GT 

enzyme function based on family classification. For example, the GT2 family includes 

enzymes responsible for the synthesis of chitin and mycobacterial galactofuranosides.91 

While these enzymes utilize different substrates, they do share many mechanistic 

similarities. 

1.5.1 Mechanism nomenclature – chemical vs. enzymatic (GT) mechanisms 

Prior to going through different mechanisms in glycosyltransferases, I want to 

introduce you to the different nomenclature used in chemistry that describe TSs also 

shown in GT mechanisms. IUPAC nomenclature dictates that a reaction mechanism is 

divided into two key steps: AN – nucleophilic addition and DN – nucleophilic 

dissociation. Bimolecular SN2 reaction is represented as ANDN (Figure 1.6 – top). This 

is a concerted mechanism which goes through a TS with coordination to both the 

nucleophile and leaving group.  In GT mechanisms, ANDN TS is seen in a single or a 

double displacement mechanism as described below (Figure 1.7A-B).  
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Figure 1.6 Mechanism nomenclature for reactions involving nucleophilic addition and 

leaving group dissociation.  

Stepwise SN1 reaction is represented as DN + AN and DN * AN. Reactions 

characterized as DN * AN include an intermediate which cannot be chemically 

recognized or isolated due to its short lifetime (Figure 1.6 – middle). Reactions 

characterized as DN + AN include an intermediate with longer lifetime allowing it to be 

chemically separated. In glycosyltransferase enzymatic reactions, mechanism 

including sufficiently long-lived oxocarbenium ion formation falls in the category of 

SN1-like mechanism because oxocarbenium ions are bound to the enzyme and cannot 

diffuse away from it (Figure 1.7C – top).97 

Finally, SNi reaction is represented as DNAN. It is a highly dissociative 

bimolecular reaction called an internal return SNi-like mechanism in which leaving 

group departure and nucleophilic attack occur in a concerted but asynchronous manner 
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(Figure 1.6 – bottom). In GT mechanisms, they are proposed to happen on the same 

face of the glycoside (Figure 1.7C – bottom).  

GT enzyme mechanisms can be categorized as retaining or inverting depending 

on if the stereochemistry of the anomeric carbon in the product glycoside is the same 

or differs from the stereochemistry of the original nucleotide-sugar or phospholipid-

sugar donor, respectively.91 Inverting glycosyltransferases are generally accepted to 

utilize a direct displacement SN2-like mechanism involving general base catalysis 

(Figure 1.7).98–100 Leaving group departure is typically facilitated via electrostatic 

stabilization by a divalent metal cation (ie. Mg2+ or Mn2+)101 coordinating to two 

aspartates or via stabilization of the anionic charge that develops during leaving group 

departure by cationic amino acid sidechains and/or hydroxyls and helix dipoles.102 The 

mechanism of retaining glycosyltransferases was originally thought to proceed via a 

two-step double-displacement mechanism with the intermediacy of a covalent 

glycosyl–enzyme intermediate, similar to the accepted mechanism of retaining 

glycosyl hydrolase enzymes. This mechanism for retaining GT enzymes however has 

been questioned in recent years due to the lack of conserved architecture in the region 

where a catalytic nucleophile would be expected in these enzymes. A plausible SN1 

mechanism involves the formation of a short-lived oxocarbenium ion intermediate, 

followed by nucleophilic addition of the glycosyl acceptor with the leaving phosphate 

serving as a base.103,104 Alternatively, an internal return SNi-like mechanism has also 

been proposed, in which leaving group departure and nucleophilic attack occur in a 

concerted but asynchronous manner on the same face of the glycoside. 105–108 
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Figure 1.7. GT mechanisms (A) Inverting GT – single displacement mechanism, (B) 

Retaining GT – double displacement mechanism, (C) Retaining GT (alternative 

mechanisms) SN1 – stepwise and SNi– concerted but asynchronous LG departure and 

Nucleophilic attack.  
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In this thesis I will describe the development of a quantitative method for 

analysis of experimental KIEs of carbohydrate active enzymes using whole molecule 

MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry and stable isotope labeled substrates. This method 

allows for analysis of unpurified mixtures while simultaneously analyzing isotopic 

ratios and fractional conversions within the same experiment resulting in highly precise 

measurements. In Chapter 2, I will describe the method development as applied to the 

glycosyl hydrolase enzyme β-galactosidase. The application of this approach to 

measure KIEs for GT enzymes requires access to appropriately isotope labeled sugar 

nucleotide substrates. In Chapter 3, I used a chemoenzymatic approach to synthesize 

isotopically labeled uridinediphosphate-2-acetamido-2-deoxy--D-glucopyranose 

(UDP-GlcNAc) substrates for the retaining GT enzyme BshA. Chapter 4 will describe 

the application of the whole molecule MALDI-TOF MS method to measure KIEs for 

the reaction catalyzed by BshA using the isotope labeled substrates described in  

Chapter 3. Finally, Chapter 5 will summarize the contents of this thesis while putting 

the value of this research in a broader context and outline the future directions for 

application of this KIE measurement method. 
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Chapter 2: Direct Competitive Kinetic Isotope Effect 

Measurement Using Quantitative Whole Molecule MALDI-TOF 

Mass Spectrometry 

 

 

 

Parts of this chapter have been submitted for publication as: 

Teodora Kljaic, Scott, M. A.; Guirguis, V.; Tyrlic, M.; Liu, A.; Poulin, M. B. Direct 

Competitive Kinetic Isotope Effect Measurement Using Quantitative Whole Molecule 

MALDI-TOF Mass Spectrometry. JACS Comm. 2023. 

 

Contributions of other authors:  

Merritt Scott was involved in the initial conception of the development of the approach 

on PgaCD system, not shown here. Andrew Liu ran standards of UDP-GlcNAc needed 

for application of the initial concept of the method on PgaCD. Veronica Guirguis was 

involved in the method development using DHB. Their data collections were not 

reported in this thesis, as the method was further developed and improved since then. 

Michael Tyrlic designed MALDI-TOF MS peak data analysis in RStudio for all 

samples analyzed in this chapter. 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The measurement of kinetic isotope effect (KIEs) is among the most powerful 

tools available for the study enzyme reaction mechanisms.1–4 Highly precise KIE 

measurements can provide unique insight into the rate limiting microscopic steps of 

enzyme catalyzed reactions,1,5 and can facilitate detailed atomistic characterization of 

transitions state structures to guide the design of incredibly potent transitions state 

analogue enzyme inhibitors.6–9 Despite the utility of KIE measurements for examining 

enzyme mechanisms, they are not been widely used by the broader enzymology 

research community. This is, at least in part, due to the complex analytical workflows 

required to measure heavy atom KIEs using available approaches, and difficulty 

obtaining suitably labeled substrates for these KIE measurements. While primary 

hydrogen atom and solvent KIEs are more common, few labs conduct the precise heavy 

atom KIEs required for detailed analysis of enzyme transition state structures. 

KIEs for heavy atoms (ie. C, N, O, S, etc…) are of low magnitude with typical 

values falling in the range of 0.95–1.05, necessitating highly precise analytical 

measurements.3,10,11 Typically these are measured under competitive conditions giving 

isotope effects on the enzyme specificity constant V/K that report on all isotopically 

sensitive steps up to and including the first irreversible step of the reaction. Competitive 

KIEs are calculated using eq. 1: 

(𝑅 𝑅∘⁄ ) = (1 − 𝐹)(1
𝑘𝑖𝑒⁄ −1) 

where R is the heavy/light isotope ratio measured for the unreacted substrate at F, Ro is 

the initial heavy/light isotope ratio for the substrate at time zero, F is the fraction of 

substrate that has been converted to product (ie. fractional conversion), and kie is the 
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V/K isotope effect. Thus, the determination of competitive KIEs requires precise 

measurement of both the analyte concentration (to determine F) and heavy/light isotope 

ratios (to determine R and Ro). 

The most common approaches to measure heavy atom KIEs utilize direct 

competitive isotope ratio measurements using a pair of isotope labelled substrates by 

liquid-scintillation counting,12–19 isotope ratio mass spectrometry,20–24 or more recently 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.25–29 While these approaches can be 

successfully employed to measure heavy atom KIEs for enzymatic reactions, they 

require complex analytical workflows to purify and isolate the analyte prior to analysis, 

or in the case of competitive NMR KIE measurements, they require high concentrations 

of multiple isotopically labeled reactants.  

As an alternative, direct whole molecule mass spectrometry (MS) has emerged 

as a promising approach for heavy atom KIE measurements due to its high sensitivity 

and ability to distinguish multiple isotopes simultaneously.3,30–38 Generally, 

isotopologues of an analyte ionize with the same ionization efficiency allowing for 

relative quantification of their isotope ratios. Another advantage of whole molecule MS 

measurements is that they enable the analysis of stable isotope labeled analytes that are 

generally more easily available and more affordable than radioisotope labeled materials 

required for scintillation counting. However, the technique is not without its 

limitations. First, MS-based KIE measurements have traditionally examined enzyme 

reaction at partial conversion to quantify isotope ratio R for the reactant or product that 

have already been purified from the reaction mixture,30,32,33,35,36,38,39 necessitating 

complex analytical workflows for the isolation and purification of the analyte prior to 
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analysis. Second, slight variations in sample composition can effect ionization 

efficiency of and analyte making the precise quantification of analyte concentrations 

required for determining fractional conversion F challenging. Thus, an alternative 

approach like UV-Vis spectroscopy, or high-performance liquid chromatography 

(HPLC) is carried out parallel to quantify the analyte concentration for the calculation 

of F. We sought to simplify the procedure to enable both R and F to be determined in 

a single measurement. 

 

Figure 2.1. Quantitative MALDI-TOF MS approach for competitive KIE 

measurements. An enzymatic reaction containing light ([12C12]lactose) and heavy ([1-
13C]lactose) is allowed to proceed and aliquots are quenched at increasing fractional 
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conversion. An internal standard ([13C6]lactose) is added during the quench. Isotope 

ratios (RF) and fractional conversion (F) are determined at each time point from the 

heavy/light isotope peak area and the light/internal standard peak area, respectively. 

 

Here, we report a method that enables the direct measurement of competitive 

KIEs using a quantitative whole molecule matrix assisted laser desorption ionization 

(MALDI) time of flight (TOF) MS approach that does not require isolation and 

purification of the reactants prior to analysis (Figure 2.1). This approach enables 

quantitative measurements of both relative isotope abundance of an analyte and 

fractional conversion F in single measurements. This is accomplished by introducing a 

known concentration of internal standard to quenched samples of the enzyme reaction 

that has the same structure as the analyte but a different isotope labeling pattern. By 

quenching the enzyme reaction at multiple time points it enables us to measure R and 

F relative to the internal standard for each sample as the reaction progresses. These 

values can then be fit using eq. 1 to obtain highly precise V/K KIEs. MALDI was 

selected as the ionization source for these measurement as it is more tolerant of salts 

and buffer composition than electrospray ionization (ESI) enabling the direct analysis 

of enzyme reaction mixtures without requiring isolation or purification of the analyte 

prior to the analysis. While, MALDI-TOF MS has been previously employed for KIE 

measurements,39,40 what distinguishes our approach is the inclusion of an internal 

standard during sample quenching, which enables the simultaneous determination of R 

and F in a single measurement. 
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2.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To evaluate the utility of this MALDI-TOF MS approach for enzymatic KIE 

measurements, we chose to examine the hydrolysis of lactose catalyzed by E. coli β-

galactosidase (LacZ) as a model system. The structure and chemical mechanism of 

LacZ have been extensively studied,41–46 and 18O, secondary-2H, and solvent KIE 

measurements have been previously reported.33,41,47 LacZ is a retaining glycosyl 

hydrolase that catalyzes the hydrolysis of lactose with an overall retention of the 

anomeric configuration. Despite the substantial efforts that have been made to elucidate 

the mechanism of LacZ, there have been no previous KIE studies that have used the 

native lactose as the substrate. Here, we used our quantitative MALDI-TOF MS 

approach to measure both 1-13C and 6-13C KIEs for the LacZ catalyzed hydrolysis of 

lactose.  

Our initial application of this MALDI-TOF MS approach to measure LacZ 

KIEs made use of 2,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) as a matrix compound. However, 

the use of DHB produced inefficient ionization of lactose resulting from matrix ion 

interference and detector saturation, limiting the accurate quantification of lactose 

concentration (Figure 2.2A). To overcome these limitations, we switched to the use of 

graphene as a macromolecular matrix compound (Figure 2.2B). This led to the 

reproducible ionization of a lactose–Na+ adduct as the major peak within our mass 

spectra. Samples of lactose prepared in 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4) with 100 mM 

NaCl demonstrated optimum ionization of a lactose–Na+ aduct without signal 

suppression and provides a stable pH for efficient LacZ enzyme activity. We found that 

averaging the peak areas from at least five technical replicates of the same sample 
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improved the overall precision of the isotope ratio measurements (data not shown). 

Increasing the number of technical replicates beyond five did not significantly improve 

precision of the measurements and so the average peak areas from five technical 

replicates were used to calculate analyte concentrations in all subsequent experiments. 

 

Figure 2.2. Optimization of MALDI-TOF MS conditions for competitive KIE 

measurements. (A) A sample of [12C12]-lactose analyzed using DHB as the matrix. (B) 

The same sample of [12C12]-lactose analyzed using graphene as the matrix. The spectra 

were normalized to the intensity of the largest ion peak within the m/z window 

analyzed. (C) Standard curves for [12C12]-lactose and [1-13C1]-lactose concentrations 

measured relative to a fixed 500 M concentration of [13C6]-lactose internal standard. 

(D) Measurement of LacZ quenching efficiency. Samples of PNP-Gal and LacZ were 

either pre-quenched with TFA or quenched at the times indicated. The absorbance of 

the pre-quenched samples was compared to the unquenched at each time point. 

 

To ensure precise and accurate analyte concentrations could be measured using 

this approach, we prepared standard curves for both [12C12]-lactose and [1-13C]-lactose 
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measured relative to a fixed concentration of [Glc-13C6]-lactose. Interestingly, we 

observed a non-linear relationship between the peak area and analyte concentration that 

was consistent for both [12C12]-lactose and [1-13C]-lactose. A linear correlation was 

obtained by plotting the log(peak area) vs. log(analyte concentration) (Figure 2.2C-D), 

and this standard curve was used to calculate analyte concentrations based on peak area 

in all subsequent KIE experiments.   

Figure 2.3. Quantitative MALDI-TOF MS approach for competitive KIE 

determination. (A) Representative mass spectra normalized to the peak intensity of 

[13C6]lactose internal standard for the measurement of a LacZ [1-13C] KIE measured 

at different F. The peaks for [12C12]lactose, [1-13C]lactose, and [13C6]lactose are 

indicated. (B) The same mass spectra normalized relative to the [12C12]lactose peak 

intensity. (C) Representative plot of R/Ro vs. F fit to eq. 1 using 15 time points derived 

from a single LacZ reaction.  

 

Using the optimized MALDI-TOF MS conditions, LacZ KIEs using [1-13C]-

lactose and [6-13C]-lactose were measured. For each KIE measurement, a minimum of 

fifteen time points were analyzed from each individual reaction mixture at varying 

fractional conversion F, where the enzymatic activity of LacZ was quenched through 

the addition of 3 mM trifluoroacetic acid (TFA). At the same time 500 M of 

[13C6]lactose internal standard was introduced. These conditions were found to 

effectively quench LacZ activity without interfering with subsequent MALDI-TOF MS 

analysis. Figure 2.3A shows representative mass spectra measured at F ranging from 
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0.0 to 0.88 that have been normalized to the peak intensity of the [13C6]lactose standard. 

The peaks for unlabeled [12C12]lactose (m/z 365.1) and [1-13C ]lactose (m/z 366.1) 

decrease as a function of increasing F relative to that of the [13C6]-lactose internal 

standard (m/z 371.1). When these same spectra are instead normalized to the intensity 

of the [12C12]-lactose peak, a clear increase in the [1-13C]lactose relative to the 

[12C12]lactose is observed as a function of increasing F (Figure 2.3B) consistent with a 

normal KIE value. The data from all 15 time points were fit using eq. 1 as shown in 

Figure 2.3C to calculate individual V/K KIE values. Four individual KIE measurements 

were carried out on separate days and the individual KIEs determined by fitting to eq. 

1 are summarized in Table 2.1, resulting in an average primary [1-13C] KIE of 1.034 

 0.005. The precision of these KIE measurements is comparable to those obtained 

using competitive radioisotope labelling, and NMR based approaches. 

 

Table 2.1. Summary of LacZ KIEs 

KIE Experimental KIEa Averageb 

1´-13C 

1.034 ± 0.005 

1.034 ± 0.005 
1.028 ± 0.002 

1.039 ± 0.002 

1.036 ± 0.002 

6´-13C 

0.999 ± 0.007 

1.001 ± 0.002 
1.001 ± 0.003 

1.003 ± 0.005 

1.002 ± 0.009 
a Error is the standard error for the nonlinear regression fit 
b Mean and standard deviation for four KIE experiments. 
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Figure 2.4. Mechanism for LacZ catalyzed hydrolysis of lactose highlighting the first 

TS. 

To verify the primary [1-13C] KIE is not an artifact of the MALDI-TOF MS 

analysis method, we additionally measured a LacZ KIE using [6-13C]-lactose. The 6-

carbon of lactose is positioned distal from the reaction center and not isotopically 

sensitive to the reaction catalyzed by LacZ. As summarized in Table 2.1, we observed 

an average [6-13C]-lactose KIE of 1.001  0.002, which is not significantly different 

from the expected value of 1.  

Both the [1-13C]-lactose and [6-13C]-lactose KIE are consistent with the 

accepted mechanism for LacZ, which involves an initial SN2 attack of Glu537 to form 

a covalent glycosyl–enzyme intermediate and release glucose, followed by hydrolysis 

of the glycosyl–enzyme intermediate via a nucleophilic attack by water (Figure 2.4).44 

Previous leaving group 18O and secondary 2H KIE measurements measured for LacZ 
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using phenyl-glycoside analogs show that the initial attack of Glu537 is substantially 

rate limiting, and represents the first “irreversible” step in the reaction.33,41 The 

magnitude of the [1-13C]-lactose KIE measured here is also consistent with an 

effectively irreversible attack of Glu537 being substantially rate determining under 

these experimental conditions.  

 

2.3 CONCLUSION 

These results demonstrate the utility of this MALDI-TOF MS based KIE 

measurement approach. This approach can easily be adapted for the analysis of 

different analytes and enables simultaneous measurement of heavy/light isotope ratio 

R and fractional conversion F in a single measurement without requiring isolation and 

purification of the analyte prior to analysis. This enables the use of easily accessible 

stable isotope labeled samples, while obtaining KIEs with comparable precession to 

competitive radioisotope labelling methods. While we used MALDI as an ionization 

source to enable the direct analysis of enzyme reaction mixtures without requiring 

isolation and purification of the analyte, in principle this quantitative whole molecule 

MS approach can be applied using any ionization method.  

 

2.4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

2.4.1 General 

Unless otherwise noted, all chemicals were purchased as analytical or reagent 

grade and used without further purification. Isotopically labeled [13C6]-lactose, [1-
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13C]-lactose, and [6-13C]-lactose were purchased from Omicron Biochemicals, Inc and 

prepared as described below. MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry measurements were 

recorded on a Bruker Autoflex Speed spectrometer equipped with a 2KHz smartbeam 

II laser, with a time of flight (TOF)-analyzer capable of both positive and negative ion 

mode as described in detail below. Matrix solutions of 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic 

acid (DHB) were prepared in a 50:50 mixture of acetonitrile:1% aqueous trifluoroacetic 

acid (TFA) at a final concentration of 10 mg/mL. Graphene matrix samples were 

prepared as described previously.48 Briefly, graphite oxide was prepared following the 

Hummers method,49 starting from commercial graphite powder. Graphene was then 

prepared via the reduction of graphite oxide with hydrazine.50 The reduced graphene 

was obtained as a black precipitate that were prepared fresh for MALDI-TOF MS by 

suspending in 100% ethanol to a final concentration of 0.1 mg/mL.48  

2.4.2 Protein and substrate preparation  

Commercial -galactosidase (LacZ) from Escherichia coli was obtained as a 

lyophilized powder and prepared in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.1 to a 

concentration of 1 mU/µL, where 1U is defined as the amount of enzyme required to 

hydrolyze 1.0 M of 2-nitrophenol -D-galactopyranoside (PNP-Galactose) per 

minute at pH 7.1 and 37 C. Individual aliquots of enzyme  were flash frozen and stored 

at –80 ℃ until use. 

Lactose substrate samples, both isotopically labeled and unlabeled, were 

prepared by dissolving the solid in water to a concentration of 10 mM.  
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2.4.3 Sample quenching 

Quenching conditions that enable the rapid inactivation of enzyme activity were 

tested using a colorimetric LacZ activity assay using 4-nitrophenol -D-

galactopyranoside (PNP-Gal) as a substrate, by measuring the absorbance of the PNP 

product at 410 nm. First, a 500 L reaction mixture was prepared containing 1 mM 

PNP-Galactose, 1 mM MgCl2 in 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.1. A second 500 L 

reaction mixture containing 1 mM PNP-Galactose, 1 mM MgCl2, 20 mM Tris-HCl 

buffer pH 7.1, was set up in parallel and pre-quenched with 6 mM TFA. A 100 L 

fraction from each reaction mixture was removed prior to initiating the reaction to allow 

for measurement of background absorbance at time zero. Reactions were initiated 

through the addition of 833 U of -galactosidase to each reaction mixture and allowed 

to proceed at 22 ℃. At 5 min time intervals, 100 L aliquots were removed from each 

reaction mixture and diluted with an equal volume of quench solution. For the first 

reaction mixture the quench solution consisted of 6 mM aqueous TFA, whereas the 

quench solution for the second reaction mixture contained only water. The appropriate 

quench solution was also added to the time zero time points. Immediately before 

measuring the absorbance at 410 nm, the pH of all of the samples were adjusted by 

adding 100 L of 1M NaOH and samples were transferred to a clear bottom 96 well 

microtiter plate. End point absorbance measurements were recorder on a Spectramax 

M5 multimode plate reader (Molecular Devices, USA) and reaction was repeated in 

triplicate.  
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2.4.4 MALDI-TOF MS sample preparation and acquisition 

For MALDI-TOF measurements using DHB as the matrix, samples were 

prepared by spotting 1 µL DHB per spot on the target plate followed by drying for 10 

minutes at room temperature. Next, 1 µL of analyte, prepared as outlined below, was 

spotted over the dry matrix and allowed to dry for an additional 10 minutes at room 

temperature and humidity of 45-50%. For MALDI-TOF measurements using graphene 

as the matrix, 10 µL of analyte sample was directly mixed with 10 µL of graphene 

suspension and subsequently dispersed for 10 minutes in a sonication bath. 1 µL 

samples of the graphene–analyte mixture were spotted on the target plate and allowed 

to dry for 10 minutes at room temperature and humidity of 45-50%. 

 Mass spectra were recorded in positive-ion reflectron mode to achieve optimal 

baseline peak resolution. A spectral window from 280 to 580 m/z was used for 

analyzing lactose samples. Sodium chloride (25 mM) was included in the analyte 

sample buffer to boost the sensitivity for detection of lactose + Na+ molecular ions. A 

total of five technical replicate spots were analyzed for each analyte sample to minimize 

variability in sample concentration or isotope composition resulting from sample 

spotting. Summed spectrum from a minimum of 3000 shots for each sample spot were 

recorded and exported in mzXML format and further processed in R using the 

MaldiQuant package,51,52 as described below. 
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2.4.5 KIE measurements 

Reaction mixtures for LacZ KIE measurements were prepared containing 2 mM 

total lactose substrate (in a ~ 1:1 ratio of “heavy” to “light” sample) in 20 mM Tris-

HCl pH 7.1 with 10 mM MgCl2 and 100 mM NaCl in a final volume of 120 L. Prior 

to initiation of the reaction, a time zero time point consisting of 20 L of the reaction 

mixture was removed and diluted to a final volume of 22 L to measure initial lactose 

concentrations and isotope ratios (Ro). Reactions were carried out at 30 ℃ and initiated 

through the addition of 10 L of 166 mU/mL -galactosidase. At regular time intervals 

5 L aliquots of the reaction mixture were removed and the LacZ activity was quenched 

by mixing with an equal volume of quench solution consisting of 0.5 mM [Glc-

13C6]lactose standard in 6 mM aqueous TFA. These conditions were found to rapidly 

inactivate -galactosidase without any degradation of the lactose substrate, as described 

in the section 2.4.3. Quenched fractions were centrifuged at 17,000  g for 2 min to 

remove any solid precipitates and stored at -20 ℃ prior to MALDI-TOF analysis as 

described above. A reaction mixture containing only “light” lactose was analyzed in 

the same fashion to account for concentration of natural abundance 13C present in the 

“light” lactose sample. 

2.4.6 Peak integration and data analysis 

Relative peak areas for the sodium adducts of [12C12]Lac (light, m/z =365.2), 

[13C1]Lac (heavy, m/z = 366.2) and [13C6]Lac (standard, 371.2) were determined for 

each mass spectrum using a numerical peak integration script developed in RStudio. 

Briefly, mass spectral mzXML files were imported in RStudio using the MALDIquant 
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package.51,52 A 10 m/z window containing the peaks of interest was selected for further 

analysis. The 25th percentile of all intensity values within this segment was used as a 

baseline and subtracted from all intensities within the segment. Subsequently, the 

boundaries of each relevant peak were identified. Initial guesses of outer integration 

boundaries were provided by the user and were identical for all mass spectra analyzed 

from the same enzyme-substrate combination. Subsequently, an approximate first 

derivative was calculated for the entire spectrum segment and smoothed using an 

“SMA” moving average calculation. A difference in treatment of the left and right 

boundaries was necessitated by the peak asymmetry. The left boundary was selected as 

the highest mass number lower than the 20th percentile of smoothed derivatives within 

the segment bound by the initial guess and the peak maximum. The left boundary was 

selected as the lowest mass number lower than the 5th percentile of smoothed 

derivatives within the segment bound by the peak maximum and the initial guess. The 

total peak intensity was determined after boundary selection from the sum of all 

intensities within these boundaries. A plot of spectra with overlaid final integration 

boundaries was manually examined for each measurement to verify accurate boundary 

detection. An integration was considered successful if the boundaries included the 

entire target peak, excluded all other peaks, and divided overlapping peaks at a local 

minimum between them. 
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Chapter 3: Chemoenzymatic synthesis of isotopically labeled 

UDP-N-Acetyl Glucosamine substrates 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contributions of other authors:  

Merritt Scott expressed and purified NahK and GlmU, and optimized UDP-GlcNAc 

enzymatic synthesis protocol, all of which I used for the synthesis of UDP-GlcNAc, 

[2-13C]UDP-GlcNAc and [13C6]UDP-GlcNAc. Andrew Liu used this protocol to 

synthesize and purify [1-13C]UDP-GlcNAc. Sashika Fernando expressed and purified 

WecB which I used for synthesis of [2-2H]UDP-GlcNAc.  
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Sugars nucleotides consist of a monosaccharide connected to a nucleotide mono- 

or diphosphate moiety. The term often refers specifically to structures where the 

nucleotide is attached to the anomeric carbon of the monosacharide. Monosaccharides 

are activated by nucleosides through mono- or diphosphate, forming sugar nucleotides 

to serve as the glycosylation donors of glycosyltransferases.109 These sugar nucleotides 

function as glycosyl or phosphoglycosyl donors used by glycosyltransferases (GTs) in 

the biosynthesis of glycans, polysaccharides and glycoconjugates essential for the 

correct function and survival of living organisms, communication, and interactions of 

cells.91,110 

Due to the importance of sugar nucleotides, many chemical methods have been 

developed for their synthesis.111 Chemical methods can be divided into two categories: 

(1) those involving the condensation of a sugar-1-phosphate with an activated 

nucleoside monophosphate, and (2) those involving the direct coupling of an activated 

sugar with a nucleoside diphosphate.112 The many polar and ionic functional groups in 

sugar nucleotides, and the labile nature of the sugar nucleotide glycosidic bond are 

responsible for the low solubility of sugar nucleotides in organic solvents, making 

chemical synthesis very challenging.111–113 These approaches often require multiple 

protection and deprotection reactions just to access the required sugar-1-phosphate for 

the pyrophosphate coupling reaction, and often results in low yields.  

On the other hand, the enzymatic synthesis of sugar nucleotides exclusively gives 

products with only the natural-type anomer configuration.114 In living cells, sugar 
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nucleotides are produced by salvage or de novo biosynthetic pathways.114 Salvage 

pathways typically involve phosphorylation of the monosaccharide via a ATP 

dependent kinase enzyme to generate the sugar-1-phosphate, followed by a reaction 

with the NTP substrate by a pyrophosphorylase enzyme.115 There are, however, only a 

select few natural sugar nucleotides can be prepared through such salvage pathways, 

since salvage pathways for most sugars simply do not exist largely cause of lack of 

suitable pyrophosphorylases.116–118 Alternatively, de novo biosynthesis from central 

metabolic intermediates produces the majority of sugar nucleotides found in nature.119–

122 The process involves single or multiple reactions including dehydration, 

isomerization, epimerization, oxidation, reduction, amination, and acetylation 

reactions.119–122 Nevertheless, it is widely accepted that such complicated 

bioconversions are not practical for synthetic use due to the complex reaction routes, 

great purification difficulties, and high preparation cost.123 Additionally, the branching 

observed for natural bioconversion pathways would lead to isotope scrambling when 

using de novo biosynthesis of isotopically labeled sugar nucleotides, lowering yields 

(Figure 3.1).  
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Figure 3.1 Biosynthesis and cellular utilization of UDP-GlcNAc in E. coli. 

We are particularly interested in studying the mechanism of glycosyltransferase 

enzymes that utilize UDP-GlcNAc as a glycosyl donor substrate. These enzymes are 

important for the assembly of complex carbohydrates and glycoconjugate that govern 

diverse biological processes ranging from energy storage to cell-cell signaling and 

host–pathogen interactions.91 One method that is particularly powerful for the study of 

enzyme mechanisms is the use of kinetic isotope effect (KIE) measurements. These 

measurements can provide insight into the microscopic steps of enzymatic reactions 

and can be used to provide detailed information on the structure of enzymatic transition 

states. However, KIE methods require access to substrate analogs containing isotope 

labels.  

To synthesize isotopically labeled UDP-GlcNAc substrates, we should consider 

how UDP-GlcNAc has been previously synthesized. UDP-GlcNAc is one of the main 
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cytoplasmic precursors of bacterial cell wall of E. coli and most related Gram-negative 

bacteria124–126. UDP-GlcNAc is synthesized from fructose 6-phosphate by four 

enzyme-catalyzed reactions.127–129 In E. coli, the first step involves the synthesis of 

glucosamine-6-phosphate through the amination of fructose-6-phosphate by the 

glucosamine-6-phosphate synthase enzyme GlmS.130 This is followed by the formation 

of UDP-GlcNAc from N-acetylglucosamine-1-phosphate (GlcNAc-1-P) and uridine-

tri-phosphate (UTP). It is catalyzed by the GlcNAc-1-P uridyltransferase (UDP-

GlcNAc pyrophosphorylase).131  

The development of salvage pathway like enzyme cascades including 

monosaccharide-1 phosphate kinases and UDP-sugar pyrophosphorylases was a 

breakthrough in the field of enzymatic nucleotide sugar synthesis and analogues 

thereof.114,132–138 The salvage pathway synthesis of UDP-N-acetylglucosamine (UDP-

GlcNAc) was enabled by the discovery of an N-acetylhexosamine-1-kinase from 

Bifidobacterium longum (NahK).139 NahK is the first example of anomeric kinases 

acting on a carbohydrate substrate.140 This enzyme catalyzes the phosphorylation of 

sugars N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (GlcNAc) or N-acetyl-D-galactosamine (GalNAc) at 

the anomeric C1 position with ATP.  

Different pyrophosphorylases have been used for the addition of second phosphate 

group to GlcNAc-1-phosphate. UDP-N-acetyl-hexosamine pyrophosphorylase 

(AGX1)141,142 and GlcNAc-1-phosphate uridyltransferase GlmU124,134,143 have been 

successfully applied to synthesize multi-milligram quantities of UDP-GlcNAc in 

relatively high yield. While the Chen lab has done amazing work combining NahK and 

GlmU for synthesis of UDP-GlcNAc, this method is contingent upon availability of 
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isotopically labeled starting material, GlcNAc. Some isotopically labeled GlcNAc, for 

example, [2-2H] and [1-18O]GlcNAc, are not commercially available requiring an 

alternative synthesis of their UDP-GlcNAc product targets.  

Purely chemical synthesis of [2-2H]UDP-Glc (80% yield) and [1-18O]UDP-Glc 

(54% yield) was previously achieved from 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-[2-2H] D-

glucopyranose  and 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl-D-glucopyranose, respectively.144 However, 

enzymatic incorporation [2-2H] isotope label in UDP-GlcNAc has been reported using  

UDP-N-acetylglucosamine 2-epimerase (WecB), while chemical enrichment of 18O at 

anomeric position was reported in a yield of 82%.145,146 

WecB catalyzes the interconversion of UDP-N-acetylglucosamine (UDP-GlcNAc) 

and UDP-N-acetylmannosamine (UDP-ManNAc) in both Gram-positive and Gram-

negative bacteria.145,147–149 This enzyme is critical in providing the bacteria with 

activated ManNAc residues for use in the biosynthesis of cell wall surface 

polysaccharides.150–153 Unlike most known racemases and epimerases,  WecB inverts 

a stereogenic center that is not adjacent to an electron-withdrawing carbonyl or 

carboxylate group, so it does not go through a simple deprotonation-reprotonation 

reaction mechanism.154 Reports suggest that the enzyme oxidizes the C-3 hydroxyl of 

the GlcNAc residue, forming a ketone intermediate, and acidifying the proton at C-2. 

Deprotonation at C-2, followed by reprotonation on the opposite face and finally 

reduction of the ketone, produces the epimeric sugar nucleotide.155,156 An alternative 

mechanism has been proposed in which the epimerization proceeds via cleavage of the 

anomeric C-O bond, with 2-acetamidoglucal and UDP as enzyme-bound 

intermediates.95,157 
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3.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Unlike the substrates used to study β-galactosidase in Chapter 2, isotopically labeled 

UDP-GlcNAc substrate required to study the mechanism of BshA are not commercially 

available and must be synthesized from available building blocks. The specific 

isotopically labeled UDP-GlcNAc substrates that we require to fully characterize the 

mechanism of GT enzymes like BshA are summarized in Table 3.1.  

 

Table 3.1. Summary of isotopically labeled substrates and their application. 

 Isotopically 

Labeled Atom 

Type of 

KIE 

Information 

obtained 

 
1″- 13C 

Primary 

KIE 

Extend of SN1 vs 

SN2 

 

2″- 13C 
Secondary 

KIE 

Control 

(isotopically 

insensitive) 

 

1″- 2H 
Secondary 

KIE 

Extent of 

oxocarbenium 

character 

 
1″- 18O 

Leaving 

group KIE 

Leaving group 

cleavage 

 
13C6 All 

Internal standard used 

for concentration 

measurements 

 

The magnitude of the KIE resulting from isotopic substitution at 1-C can be 

used to distinguish between SN1 or SN2 reaction manifolds. Isotopic substitution of the 

2-H position would inform us about the extent of oxocarbenium ion character at the 
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transition state. Isotopic substitution of the 1-O reports directly on the extent of leaving 

group bond cleavage during the transition state of the rate determining step of the 

reaction. Whereas, isotopic substitution of the 2-C should be relatively insensitive to 

the enzyme mechanism and would serve as a control for the KIE measurements. 

 

Scheme 3.1. Overall chemoenzymatic synthesis of the isotopically labeled UDP-

GlcNAc substrates. 

We envisioned that most of these isotopically labeled UDP-GlcNAc substrates 

could be prepared using a one pot, four enzyme chemoenzymatic approach (Scheme 

3.1) from an appropriately labeled GlcNAc sugar precursor. This approach is largely 

based on chemoenzymatic synthesises of UDP-GlcNAc first reported by PG Wang,158 

and later improved by the Chen lab134 which make use of the enzyme N-

acetylhexosamine-1-kinase from Bifidobacterium longum (NahK).139 NahK catalyzes 

the anomeric phosphorylation of N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (GlcNAc) using ATP. The 

N-acetylglucosamine-1-phosphate uridyltransferase (GlmU) enzyme of E. coli is then 

used to convert GlcNAc-1-phosphate and UTP into UDP-GlcNAc producing inorganic 
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pyrophosphate (iPP) as a byproduct. Two additional enzymes, pyruvate kinase (PK) 

and inorganic pyrophosphorylase (IPPase), are also included to regenerate ATP from 

ADP to prevent product inhibition of NahK, and to hydrolyze iPP to prevent inhibition 

of the GlmU enzyme, respectively. This approach was used to synthesize unlabeled 

UDP-GlcNAc, [1-13C]UDP-GlcNAc, [2-13C]UDP-GlcNAc, and [13C6]UDP-GlcNAc 

from commercially available GlcNAc, [1-13C]GlcNAc [2-13C]GlcNAc, and 

[13C6]GlcNAc, respectively. The resulting products were purified by anion exchange 

chromatography on a q-sepharose column and isolated in 40-83% yield.  

Unfortunately the [2-2H]GlcNAc starting material that would be required to 

prepare [2-2H]UDP-GlcNAc using the one-pot four-enzyme chemoenzymatic 

approach described above is not commercially available. Instead we sought to prepare 

[2-2H]UDP-GlcNAc enzymatically from unlabeled UDP-GlcNAc and D2O taking 

advantage of the reaction catalyzed by the E. coli UDP-N-acetylglucosamine 2-

epimerase enzyme WecB.  WecB catalyzes the interconversion of UDP-GlcNAc and 

UDP-N-acetylmannosamine (UDP-ManNAc) (Figure 3.2A). The reaction of WecB 

involves deprotonation of the 2-H of UDP-GlcNAc and elimination of UDP to 

generate a 1,2-glycal intermediate. Protonation of the glycal intermediate from either 

the top or bottom face results in the formation of UDP-GlcNAc or UDP-ManNAc, 

respectively, where UDP-GlcNAc is favored by a greater than 9:1 ratio at equilibrium. 

Carrying out the reaction in D2O would result in the incorporation of deuterium at the 

2 position (Figure 3.2B). As seen in Figure 3.2C and 3.2D, carrying out the WecB 

isomerization in D2O enabled the synthesis of [2-2H]UDP-GlcNAc with greater than 
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75% deuterium incorporation based on MALDI-TOF MS and 1H NMR analysis, 

respectively. 

 
Figure 3.2: A. Proposed WecB mechanism and two potential transition states;95 B. 
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Enzymatic synthesis of 2″-2H UDP-GlcNAc by WecB; C. MALDI-TOF MS of 2H 

incorporation of 75%; D. 1H NMR showing 2H incorporation of 73%. 

 

 

Proposed Synthesis of Uridine-Di-phosphate [1′′-18O] α-D-N-Glucosamine [3-9] 

 

Scheme 3.2: Synthesis of [1′′-18O] UDP-GlcNAc from GlcNAc 

Finally, we sought to synthesize [1-18O]UDP-GlcNAc by incubating GlcNAc-

2,3,4,6-tetraacetate in H2
18O followed by trapping the labeled intermediate by reacting 

with diphenyl-phosphoryl-chloride (Scheme 3.2). This approach has been successfully 

employed to synthesize [1-18O]UDP-Glc.144 Next, the 18O labelled GlcN-1-phosphate 

derivative can be prepared by deprotection and then enzymatically converted into UDP-

GlcNAc through the action of GlmU. 

We started by per-acetylating GlcNAc using Ac2O in pyridine. Treating the per-

acetate 3.1 with hydrazine acetate resulted in the formation of the tetra-acetate reducing 

sugar 3.2 in 90% yield. With 3.2 in hand, we explored conditions for the reaction with 
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diphenylphosphorylchloride. However, attempts to carry out this reaction failed. 

Further work is underway to complete the synthesis of [1-18O]UDP-GlcNAc. 

3.3 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I described the use of two chemoenzymatic approaches that we 

have successfully employed to prepare isotopically labelled UDP-GlcNAc substrates 

that can be used to measure KIEs for GT enzymes (as will be described in chapter 4). 

The first of these methods used a modified one-pot four-enzyme reaction, modified 

from the Chen lab,134 using NahK, GlmU, PK and IPPase to prepare UDP-GlcNAc, 

[1-13C]UDP-GlcNAc, [2-13C]UDP-GlcNAc, and [13C6]UDP-GlcNAc in 40-83% 

yields from the appropriately labeled GlcNAc precursors. We then used WecB to 

enzymatically incorporate [2-2H] into UDP-GlcNA by carrying out the enzymatic 

reaction in D2O. Finally, we have begun to work on the synthesis of [1-18O]UDP-

GlcNAc and describe an approach to prepare this substrate that is currently underway 

in the lab. 

 

3.4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

3.4.1 General 

 Unless otherwise noted, all chemicals were purchased as analytical or reagent 

grade and used without further purification. Isotopically labeled [13C6]-GlcNAc, [1-

13C]-GlcNAc, and [6-13C]-GlcNAc were purchased from Omicron Biochemicals, Inc 

and prepared as described below. Inorganic pyrophosphatase (IP) and pyruvate kinase 
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(PK) were purchased from Millipore-Sigma as lyophilized powders and resuspended 

in in Millipore water at a final concentration of 0.5 U/µl and 1 U/µl, respectively. H 

NMR spectra were recorded at room temperature for solutions in CDCL3 or D2O with 

the Advance III-400 instrument (Bruker) and the chemical shifts were reported relative 

to residue solvent in parts per million (ppm). The following standard abbreviations are 

used to indicated multiplicity: s = singlet, d = doublet, t = triplet, m = multiplet, dd = 

doublet of doublets, dt = doublet of triplets, ddd = doublet of doublets of doublets, dddd 

= doublet of doublets of doublets of doublets. MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry 

measurements were recorded on a Bruker Autoflex Speed spectrometer equipped with 

a 2KHz smartbeam II laser, with a time of flight (TOF)-analyzer capable of both 

positive and negative ion mode as described in detail below. Matrix solution of 2-

hydrazinoquinoline (2-HQ) was prepared in a 95:5 mixture of methanol and acetic acid 

at a final concentration of 12 mg/mL.159 

3.4.2 Protein preparation 

Plasmid vectors for GlmU, NahK and WecB were prepared through restriction digest 

DNA cloning. A PET28a(+) plasmid was cut with NdeI and HindIII restriction digest 

enzyme and ligated with inserts containing GlmU, NahK and WecB at 37 °C. Plasmids 

were checked with agarose gel electrophoresis and then extracted and purified 

(GeneJET Gel Extraction and DNA Cleanup Micro Kit, Thermofisher Scientific). The 

sequences were confirmed by single pass Sanger sequencing. 
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GlmU Preparation 

Recombinant GlmU was cloned by Merritt Scott into a pET28a:GlmU vector and 

expressed in BL21(DE3) E. coli cells. The overnight culture was grown in LB with 25 

g/mL kanamycin at 37 C. 10 mL of the overnight culture was then used to inoculate 

a fresh 1L culture of LB broth containing 25 g/mL kanamycin and grown to an OD600 

of 0.6 before inducting expression through the addition of 0.1 mM isopropyl β- D-1-

thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG).  The induced cells were grown at 20 °C overnight and 

then pelleted at 8500 rcf for 20 min, resuspended in a wash buffer of 25 mM phosphate, 

300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, and lysed by sonication. The lysate was then 

centrifuged at 8500 rcf to remove insoluble cellular debris. Enzyme was purified from 

the supernatant with a Ni-NTA column through a linear gradient between 10 mM to 

300 mM imidazole. Enzyme containing fractions were identified by SDS-PAGE, 

pooled, and dialyzed into 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.0. The resulting protein was 

concentrated to 83 μM and stored at -80 °C. 

NahK Preparation 

Codon optimized recombinant NahK was synthesized by Genscript and cloned into a 

pET28a:NahK vector. Overnight cultures grown in LB with 25 g/mL kanamycin at 

37C, were used to inoculate fresh 1L LB cultures containin g25 g/mL kanamycin 

and grown to an OD600 of 0.6-0.8. Cells were induced with 0.1 mM IPTG and grown at 

20 °C overnight. The cells were then pelleted at 8500 rcf for 20 minutes, resuspended 

in a wash buffer of 25 mM phosphate, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, and lysed by 

sonication. The lysate was then centrifuged at 8500 rcf to remove insoluble cellular 
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debris. Enzyme was purified from the supernatant with a Ni-NTA column through a 

linear gradient between 10 mM to 300 mM imidazole. Enzyme containing fractions 

were identified with SDS-PAGE, pooled, and dialyzed into 150 mM phosphate buffer 

pH 7.0. The resulting protein was concentrated to 165 μM and stored at -80 °C. 

WecB Preparation 

Recombinant WecB was cloned into pET28a:WecB vector and expressed in 

BL21(DE3) E. coli cells. The overnight culture was grown in LB with 25 g/mL 

kanamycin at 37 C. Protein expression was inducted with 1 mM IPTG at 17 °C 

overnight. The cells were then pelleted at 5500 rcf for 20 minutes, resuspended in a 

wash buffer of 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, 5% glycerol 

and lysed by sonication 3 times (30% amplitude, 1 second on, 3 seconds off for a total 

of 2.30 minutes on). The lysate was then centrifuged at 20000 xg at 4 °C to remove 

insoluble cellular debris. Enzyme was purified from the supernatant with a HisTrap 

column using a linear gradient between 10 mM to 300 mM imidazole. Enzyme 

containing fractions were identified with SDS-PAGE, pooled, and dialyzed into 25 mM 

MOPS pH 7.4. The resulting protein was concentrated to 200 μM and stored at -80 °C. 

 

3.4.3 General procedure for Enzymatic Synthesis of UDP-GlcNAc substrates 

Isotopically labeled or unlabeled UDP-GlcNAc was prepared enzymatically via 

a one-pot, four enzyme reaction consisting of PK, IPPase, GlmU and NahK. The 

reaction was adapted from a procedure developed by Xi Chen lab.160 A typical reaction 

mixture contained 3 mM GlcNAc, 400 µM ATP, 3.6 mM UTP, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM 
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KCl, 100 mM TrisHCl pH 7.0, 1 U IP, 4.15 µM NAHK, 507 nM GlmU, and 1 U PK. 

The reaction mixtures were incubated at 37 °C for 18 hours until the majority of the 

GlcNAc was consumed and no further change in reaction products was observed by 

analytical HPLC using a commercial C18 5μm Kinetex column (100 Å, 150 x 4.6 mm). 

The UDP-GlcNAc was then purified by strong anion exchange chromatography using 

three connected commercial 1ml HiTrap Q FF columns (7 x 25 mm, GE Healthcare) 

packed with Q Sepharose with 5 mM ammonium acetate (Buffer A) and 500 mM 

ammonium bicarbonate (Buffer B). Samples were eluted at 1 mL/min using a two-step 

gradient elution of 0% to 20% buffer B over 10 column volumes, followed by a gradient 

of 20% to 100% buffer B over 15 column volumes. Fractions containing UDP-GlcNAc 

were dried through vacuum centrifugation and re-dissolved in water. The product 

purity was analyzed through HPLC and MALDI-TOF MS analysis. Reaction yields 

were estimated based on absorbance at 262 nm of the final UDP-GlcNAc solutions 

(ε260 = 10,000 M−1 cm−1).  

Uridine-Di-phosphate α-D-N-Glucosamine (3.1) 

 

Instead of the commercially available UDP-GlcNAc, we decided to 

chemoenzymatically synthesize UDP-GlcNAc from GlcNAc because the purity of the 

material was crucial for the subsequent KIE measurements described in Chapter 4. 
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UDP-GlcNAc 3.1 was synthesized from commercially available GlcNAc and purified 

by ion exchange chromatography as described in General procedures (3.4.3) in a yield 

of 83%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O) δ 7.82 (d, J = 11.7, 1H, H6), 5.83 – 5.8035 (m, 2H, 

H5/H1), 5.37 (dd, J = 7.4, 3.4, 1H, H1), 4.24 – 4.2 (m, 2H, H2/H3), 4.15 – 4.10 (m, 

1H, H4), 4.09 (dd, J = 4.3, 2.3, 1H, H5), 4.06 – 4.00 (m, 1H, H5), 3.85 (dt, 1H, H2), 

3.79 – 3.75 (m, 1H, H5), 3.71 (dd, J = 12.5, 2.2, 1H, H6), 3.68 – 3.63 (m, 2H, H6, 

H3), 3.39 (t, J = 9.6, 1H, H4).  

 

Uridine-Di-phosphate [1″-13C] α-D-N-Glucosamine (3.2) 

 

[1-13C]UDP-GlcNAc 3.3 was enzymatically synthesized from commercially 

available [1-13C]GlcNAc. The same procedure described for UDP-GlcNAc was 

followed involving 4 enzymes NAHK, GlmU, PK and inorganic phosphatase, followed 

by ion-exchange chromatography as described in General procedures (3.4.3) to obtain 

the pure UDP-GlcNAc showing in Scheme 3.1 in 76% yield employing previously 

published procedures and a reference. MALDI-TOF MS calculated 606.07, found 

606.5. 

Uridine-Di-phosphate [2″-13C] α-D-N-Glucosamine (3.3) 
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2-13C UDP-GlcNAc were enzymatically synthesized from commercially 

available 2-13C GlcNAc. The same procedure described for UDP-GlcNAc was 

followed involving 4 enzymes NahK, GlmU, PK and inorganic phosphatase, followed 

by ion-exchange chromatography as described in General procedures (3.4.3) to obtain 

the pure UDP-GlcNAc showing in Scheme 3.1 in 40% yield.  

1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O) δ 8.5 (s, 1H, HNAc), 7.8 (d, J = 8.1, 1H, H4), 5.82 – 5.79 

(m, 2H, H5, H1), 5.36 (d, J1,2 = 7.3 Hz, 1 H, H1), 4.22 – 4.18 (p, 2H, H2′, H3′), 4.13 

– 4.09 (m, 1H, H4′), 4.07 (dd, J = 4.4, 2.4, 1H, H5′), 4.04 – 3.97 (m, 1H, H5′), 3.78 – 

3.74 (m, 1H, H5), 3.72 (dd, J = 12.5, 2.4, 1H, H), 3.66 – 3.63 (m, 2H, H6, H3), 

3.41 – 3.36 (t, 1H, H4). MALDI-TOF MS calculated 606.07, found 606.5. 

Uridine-Di-phosphate [13C6] α-D-N-Glucosamine (3.4) 

 

13C6 UDP-GlcNAc was enzymatically synthesized from commercially available 13C6 

GlcNAc. The same procedure described for UDP-GlcNAc was followed involving 4 
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enzymes NAHK, GlmU, PK and inorganic phosphatase, followed by ion-exchange 

chromatography as described in General procedures (3.4.3) to obtain the pure UDP-

GlcNAc showing in Scheme 3.1 in 77% yield. MALDI-TOF MS calculated 611.07, 

found 611.5.   

 

 

 

Uridine-Di-phosphate [2-2H] α-D-N-Glucosamine (3.5) 

 

[2-2H]UDP-GlcNAc 3.2 was obtained through enzymatic isomerization at the 

2-C position using WecB in D2O to afford incorporation of 2H at that position.  The 

reaction mixture contained 5 mM GlcNAc, 5 mM MgCl2 and 25 mM MOPS pH 7.0 

prepared with D2O. The reaction mixture was incubated at room temperature for 6h 

with 20 μM WecB. Final product 2″-2H UDP-GlcNAc was purified with ion-exchange 

chromatography as described in General procedures (3.4.3) and confirmed with NMR. 

2-2H incorporation was estimated to be 90% by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. 1H 

NMR (400 MHz, D2O) δ 8.5 (s, 1H, HNAc), 7.8 (d, J = 8.4, 1H, H4), 5.82 – 5.79 (m, 

2H, H5, H1′), 5.36 (d, J = 8.0, 1 H, H1), 4.2 (p, 2H, H2′, H3′), 4.13 – 4.09 (m, 1H, H4′), 
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4.07 (dd, J = 4.4, 2.4 1H, H5′), 4.05 – 3.99 (m, 1H, H5′), 3.78 – 3.74 (m, 1H, H5″), 

3.72 (dd, J = 12.4, 2.0, 1H, H6), 3.66 – 3.62 (m, 2H, H6, H3), 3.39 (t, J = 9.6, 1H, 

H4″). MALDI-TOF MS calculated 606.07, found 606.5.   

 

 

 

 

1,2,3,4,6-penta-O-acetyl D-glucosamine (3.6) 

 

Acetic anhydride (3 ml, 29 mmol) was added to a stirring solution of 

glucosamine (1 g, 5.55 mmol) and pyridine (10ml). The reaction was capped and left 

overnight at room temperature. TLC conditions: EtOH 100%. Reaction mixture was 

diluted with CH2Cl2 and washed with 1M HCl (5x), NaHCO3 (3x), and brine (3X). 

Product was dried with NaSO4, filtered and without further purification concentrated 

in vacuo in a yield of 95%. (2/1 ethyl acetate/hexane, Rf = 0.43) 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.18 (d, J = 3.6, 1H, H1-α), 5.6 (d, J = 9.0, 1H, H1-β), 

5.28 – 5.20 (m, 2H, H3, H4), 4.53 – 4.47 (m, 1H, H2), 4.28 (dd, J = 12.5, 4.0, 1H, H5), 

4.09 (dd, J = 12.3, 2.2, 1H, H6), 4.02 – 3.98 (m, 1H, H7), 2.2 (s, 3H, OAc), 2.1 (s, 3H, 

OAc), 2.07 (s, 3H, OAc), 2.06 (s, 3H, OAc), 1.95 (s, 3H, OAc).   
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2,3,4,6-tetra-O-acetyl- N-acetyl- D-glucosamine (3.7) 

 

Following a previously published procedure for partial deprotection, we 

obtained 2,3,4,6-Tetra-O-acetyl-D-glucosamine.55 D-glucosamine pentaacetate (500 

mg, 1.28 mmol, 1 equiv.) was dissolved in DMF (10 mL). Hydrazine acetate (143 mg, 

1.54 mmol, 1.2 equiv.) was added, and was stirred at 50°C for 1 h. The reaction was 

monitored by TLC (hexane:EtOAc, 1:1). The mixture was diluted with ethyl acetate 

(10 mL) and washed with brine. The organic layer was dried over anhydride sodium 

sulfate, filtered and concentrated. Reaction mixture was purified manually on silica gel 

in a 1 in diameter column with a gradient solvent system starting with 1/2 ethyl 

acetetate/hexane and ending in 2/1 ethyl acetate/hexane to give 3.7 as a white solid in 

a 90% yield. (2/1 ethyl acetate/hexane, Rf = 0.29) 

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.21 (d, J = 9.4, 1H, NH), 5.29 – 5.24 (m, 1H, H3), 5.19 

(d, J = 3.5, 1H, H1- α), 5.11 (t, J = 9.6, 1H, H4), 4.27 – 4.21 (m, 1H, H5), 4.21 (d, J = 

4.4, 1H, H6), 4.18 (d, J = 3.2, 1H, H7), 4.09 (dd, J = 13.6, 3.8, 1H, H2), 2.06 (s, 3H, 

OAc), 2.00 (s, 3H, OAc), 1.99 (s, 3H, OAc), 1.94 (s, 3H, OAc).  
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3.6 APPENDIX 

UDP-GlcNAc (3.1)
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[2-13C]UDP-GlcNAc (3.3) 
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[2-2H]UDP-GlcNAc (3.5)
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Ac-GlcNAc (3.6) 
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Ac-GlcNAc-OH (3.7) 
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Chapter 4: Direct Competitive Kinetic Isotope Effect 

Measurements of BshA Using Quantitative Whole Molecule 

MALDI-TOF Mass Spectrometry 
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matrix and quenching procedure. Her data collections were not reported in this thesis. 

Michael Tyrlic designed MALDI-TOF MS peak data analysis in RStudio for all 

samples analyzed in this chapter. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Complex carbohydrates and polysaccharides play crucial roles in a diverse 

range of cellular functions, including energy storage, cell-wall structure, cell-cell 

recognition and signaling, pathogenesis, and protein glycosylation161–163. The enzymes 

predominantly responsible for the biosynthesis of glycans and glycoconjugates are 

glycosyltransferases (GTs). They catalyze the transfer of a sugar moiety through 

formation of regio- and stereo-specific glycosidic bond between an activated sugar 

donor and saccharide or non-saccharide acceptors. The diversity in their donor, 

acceptor and product specificity results in a large number of glycoconjugates, oligo- 

and polysaccharides. 

Classification of the GT family system is mainly based on sequence similarity 

collected in the Carbohydrate Active Enzyme database (CAZy, http://www.cazy.org/). 

CAZy differentiates GTs based on function, 3D architecture (ie. GT-A, GT-B and GT-

C folds) and the chemical catalysis mechanisms. Catalysis occurs with two possible 

outcomes: inversion or retention of the anomeric configuration of the donor. Based on 

the outcomes, the glycosyltransferases are categorized to inverting and retaining 

glycosyltransferases. 
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Figure 4.1 The basic chemical reaction mechanisms of glycosylation. (A) Reaction 

schemes of inverting and retaining GTs (B) Classical SN2-like mechanism for 

inverting glycosylation. ‘‘B” represents the catalytic base provided by GTs  
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(C) Double-displacement mechanism for retaining GTs. (D) Proposed internal return 

(SNi -like) mechanism for retaining GTs with concerted transition state (DNAN)  

(E) Proposed mechanism for retaining GTs with stepwise transition state (DN*AN) 

Inverting GTs are generally accepted to undergo a direct displacement SN2-like 

mechanism, according to both the theoretical164–166 and experimental studies, including 

mechanistic studies and kinetic isotope measurements91,167,168. When the catalytic base 

from the active site side chain (typically Asp, Glu or His)169–171 of the GT abstracts a 

proton from a hydroxy group of the acceptor, facilitating the subsequent nucleophilic 

attack at the anomeric position of the donor (general base catalysis), resulting in 

formation of the glycosidic bond with inversion of stereochemistry at C1 

position107,172,173. Information from theoretical studies suggests that the nucleophilic 

attack and glycosidic bond cleavage happen nearly simultaneously, accompanied by 

the proton transfer 164,165. During the formation of the transition state (TS), the anomeric 

carbon migrates towards the nucleophilic oxygen accompanied by the rotation of the 

diphosphate group, which is conducive to the glycosylation reaction (Figure 4.1B).107 

The catalytic base is usually located near the acceptor OH-group, based on structural 

studies.164–166 The existence of hydrogen bonding between catalytic His and Asp 

residues in some GTs and divalent metal ions (Mn2+ or Mg2+) in most other GTs usually 

stabilizes the developing anionic charge on the leaving group. It is also frequently 

observed that cationic AA like Arg or Lys can serve to stabilize the anionic leaving 

group. 

Unlike inverting glycosyltransferases, the mechanism of retaining 

glycosyltransferases is still poorly understood and heavily debated. Two main 

explanations of the mechanisms are the double-displacement mechanism (Figure 4.1C) 
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or the “internal return–like” SNi-like mechanism (Figure 4.1C). Another alternative 

mechanism would be SN1, a more dissociative mechanism with a discrete 

oxocarbenium ion intermediate (Figure 4.1D). The double displacement mechanism 

involves the formation of covalent glycosyl-enzyme intermediate with configuration 

inversion at the anomeric position of the donor174–176. The donor is then transferred to 

the acceptor reverting to the original anomeric configuration.  Using mutant enzymes 

some experiments were able to provide evidence for such covalent intermediates by 

mass spectrometry.175,177 However, efforts to capture the covalent glycosyl-enzyme 

intermediate in wild type enzymes were unsuccessful.175,178 Structural studies on 

retaining glycosyltransferases suggest that amino acid side chains are rarely positioned 

to act as a nucleophile in the active site, making a double-displacement mechanism 

hard to support.179–186 

Being that a suitable nucleophile or catalytic base could not be identified in the 

catalytic site of most retaining GTs, the alternative internal return-like (SNi-like) 

mechanism was proposed.91,181,186,187 In this mechanism, the hydroxy group of the 

acceptor participates in a nucleophilic attack on the anomeric center from the same face 

of the sugar as the leaving group. The reaction involves the formation of an 

oxocarbenium ion-like TS that is shielded on one face of the reaction center by the GT, 

consequently protecting against nucleophilic attack from the opposite face and 

resulting in retention of C1 configuration.179,188–190 Theoretical studies144 indicate that 

the cleavage of the UDP–sugar bond takes UDP-GlcNAc first, followed by the 

formation of the glycosidic bond, allowing the formation of an intimate ion-pair 

intermediate. Both experimental190,191 and theoretical188 studies suggested that the 
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leaving phosphate group could function as the catalytic base to deprotonate the acceptor 

OH-group. Since the SNi-like mechanism involves a front-face nucleophilic attack, it 

leads to an open transition state with a net retention of the anomeric stereochemistry. 

This open transition state is expected to be highly dissociative,179  with a considerable 

oxocarbenium ion character.192  Structural studies indicate a possible formation of 

hydrogen bonds between the leaving group and the incoming nucleophile, resulting in 

the front-face nucleophilic attack while assisting leaving group dissociation.91,179,193 

The concept of SNi mechanism was first introduced to explain unusual 

stereochemical outcomes of simple alkyl halide.194 When the nucleophile and leaving 

group are constrained on the same face, reaction with secondary alkyl chlorosulfites 

results in retention of stereochemistry. In carbohydrate chemistry, SNi mechanism was 

first proposed to explain the retention of anomeric stereochemistry in the solvolysis of 

α-glucosyl fluoride by mixtures of ethanol and trifluorethanol195.  Theoretical studies 

suggest that an internal return mechanism provides an energetically plausible pathway 

inside enzymes because of active site geometrical constraints179,192. Although direct 

experimental support for the SNi mechanism over a SN1 mechanism are limited, one 

way to distinguish between these two mechanistic manifolds would be through the 

measurement of experiment KIEs for the reaction catalyzed by a retaining GT enzyme. 

One such enzyme is the GT4 enzyme BshA that catalyzes the first step in the 

biosynthesis bacillthiol (BSH) biosynthesis in Gram-positive bacteria like Bacillus 

subtilis. 

Low-molecular weight thiols, like BSH, are prevalent in eukaryotes, Gram-

negative and Gram-positive bacteria, where they are involved in the maintenance of 
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redox homeostasis and detoxification of reactive oxygen species and electrophilic 

reagents.196 Gram-positive bacteria, including B. subtilis, Staphylococcus aureus, and 

Deinococcus radiodurans, utilize bacillithiol (BSH) as the major low-molecular weight 

thiol.196–204 BSH reacts rapidly with some alkylating agents (e.g., N-ethylmaleimide, 

iodoacetamide) and with electrophiles (formaldehyde, methylglyoxal, S-

nitrosocompounds), but most importantly BSH is the preferred co-substrate for FosB, 

an enzyme produced by certain species of Gram-positive bacteria that permits 

resistance to the FDA-approved antibiotic Fosfomycin.205–207 Monurol-fosfomycin is 

the only clinically used drug that inhibits MurA, the enzyme that catalyzes the 

committed step in bacterial cell wall biogenesis208. Hence, inhibition of enzymes 

involved in BSH biosynthesis could be an effective therapeutic avenue for the treatment 

of infections caused by fosfomycin-resistant Gram-positive organisms.198 

BSH consists of a glucosamine core with a cysteinyl moiety attached via an amide 

linkage at position 2, and with an L-malyl group at the sugar’s anomeric carbon. These 

moieties are produced through the BSH biosynthesis pathway, which consists of the 

retaining glycosyltransferase BshA, the zinc-dependent deacetylase BshB, and a 

putative cysteine ligase BshC (Scheme 4-1).196 BshA catalyzes the first committed step 

in BSH production, utilizing UDP-N-acetylglucosamine (UDP-GlcNAc) as an 

activated sugar donor and L-malate as an acceptor to form N-acetylglucosaminyl-

malate (GlcNAc-mal) and the byproduct UDP.  
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Scheme 4.1. Bacillthiol biosynthesis pathway. 

BshA is a family 4 retaining GT of the GT-B fold 196,209,210. GT-4 family enzymes 

are typically retaining GTs that are hypothesized to utilize an SNi-like reaction 

mechanism in which the departure of the UDP leaving group and attack by the malate 

hydroxyl group at the anomeric position occur at the same face of the sugar in a 

concerted fashion, with a single TS with simultaneous bond formation and bond 

breaking.196 Deprotonation of the malate hydroxyl group and protonation of the UDP 

leaving group are hypothesized to proceed via substrate-assisted catalysis. The features 

within the active site of BshA that accommodate the substrates are currently not well 

understood, and it is unclear if the substrates bind the enzyme in the manner required 

for a substrate-assisted SNi-like mechanism. Apo and ligand-bound structures of BshA 

from Bacillus anthracis have been previously determined at low resolution (3.1 

Å).210,211 Additionally, X-ray crystallographic structures of BshA from B. subtilis strain 

168 complexed with UMP and product GlcNAc-mal were determined at higher 

resolution of 2.15 and 2.02 Å.196 These structures provide some insight into the active 

site features critical for catalysis, however, there is limited information about the 

dynamic mechanistic details of BshA which would determine more conclusively 

whether it goes through the SNi-like reaction mechanism.  
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Here we use the MALDI-TOF MS KIE approach developed in Chapter 2 to probe 

the TS structure of BshA using the specific isotope labeled UDP-GlcNAc substrates 

synthesized in Chapter 3. 

 

4.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Using the quantitative whole molecule matrix assisted laser desorption/ 

ionization (MALDI) time of flight (TOF) MS approach described in Chapter 2, we 

determined multiple competitive KIEs for the enzymatic reaction catalyzed by BshA.  

KIEs were measured using UDP-GlcNAc donor substrates containing specific isotope 

labels surrounding the reaction center (ie. [1´´-13C]UDP-GlcNAc, [2´´-2H]UDP-

GlcNAc and [2´´-13C]UDP-GlcNAc), and the results are summarized in Table 4.1. The 

substrates were synthesized and characterized as described in Chapter 3. As the 2´´-13C 

position is not involved in the mechanism of BshA, it was used as a reference. 

Competitive KIEs for both [1´´-13C]UDP-GlcNAc, and [2´´-2H]UDP-GlcNAc were 

measured relative to light [12C12]UDP-GlcNAc by introducing a fixed concentration of 

[13C6]UDP-GlcNAc internal standard to the reaction mixture after quenching. A 

reaction mixture containing only “light” UDP-GlcNAc was analyzed in the same 

fashion to account for concentration of natural abundance 13C present in the “light” 

UDP-GlcNAc sample. Competitive KIEs are calculated using eq. 1: 

(𝑅𝐹 𝑅∘⁄ ) = (1 − 𝐹)(1
𝑘𝑖𝑒⁄ −1) 

where RF is the heavy/light isotope ratio measured for the unreacted substrate at F, Ro 

is the initial heavy/light isotope ratio for the substrate at time zero, F is the fraction of 
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substrate that has been converted to product (ie. fractional conversion), and kie is the 

isotope effect.  

Table 4.1. Summary of experimental KIEs for BshA. 

“Heavy” substrate KIE Type of KIE 
Experimental 

KIEa 

[1´´-13C]UDP-GlcNAc 1´´-13C primary 1.010 ± 0.011 

[2´´-2H]UDP-GlcNAc 2´´-2H β-secondary 1.111 ± 0.003 

[2´´-13C]UDP-GlcNAc 2´´-13C remote label 1.001 ± 0.001 

a Errors are the standard error for the nonlinear regression fit for a single run. 
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Figure 4.2. Experimental KIEs for BshA glycosyltransferase. (A) Plot of R/Ro vs. F fit 

to eq. 1 using 22 time points derived from a single BshA reaction for [2´´-13C]UDP-

GlcNAc resulting in a KIE of 1.01 ± 0.001. (B) Plot of R/Ro vs. F fit to eq. 1 using 22 

time points derived from a single BshA reaction with [2´´-2H]UDP-GlcNAc with a KIE 
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value of 1.111 ± 0.003. (C) Plot of R/Ro vs. F fit to eq. 1 using 14 time points derived 

from a single BshA reaction with [1´´-13C]UDP-GlcNAc with a KIE value of  1.010 ± 

0.011.  

The experimental KIE measured using [2´´-13C]UDP-GlcNAc, shown in Figure 

4.2A, resulted in a KIE value of 1.001 ± 0.001 that is not statistically different than  

unity (KIE = 1). This result indicates that there is no isotope effect for 2´´-13C and 

corroborates that C2´´ position does not undergo a significant change in bonding at the 

TS of BshA. 

 For the TS with high oxocarbenium ion-like character and hyperconjugation, 

β-secondary kinetic effect is larger than 1.07.10,12,14–24,26–28 For the TS with low 

oxocarbenium ion character or lack of hyperconjugation, β-secondary kinetic effect is 

smaller than 1.035.9,23–25 We measured a β-secondary 2′′-2H KIE of 1.111 ± 0.003 as 

seen in Figure 4.2B. This β-secondary KIE results from hyperconjugation between H2′′ 

and the electron-deficient C1′′ of the oxocarbenium, which stabilizes the TS.212 The 

normal KIE (>1) indicates that the C2′′–H2′′ bond is weakened at the rate determining 

TS due to electron donation from the sigma bond between H2′′ and C2′′ to the empty 

p-orbital of C1′′. This hyperconjugation will lead to flattening of C5′′-O5′′-C1′′-C2′′ of 

the pyranose ring. The β-secondary deuterium KIE also suggests a considerably 

dissociative transition state, with a substantial oxocarbenium ion–like character, as 

shown in Figure 4.2.C. 

Using [1′′-13C]UDP-GlcNAc we measured a primary KIE of 1.010 ± 0.011 

(Figure 4.2C), which is consistent with our observed β-secondary [2´´-2H] KIE. 

Primary carbon KIEs normally ranges in magnitude between 0.995 and 1.08. For the 

TS forming through a synchronous ANDN, primary C kinetic effect ranges between 1.07 
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and 1.08.9 For the transition state forming a dissociative ANDN, primary C kinetic effect 

ranges between 1.013 and 1.03.10–21 For the transition state forming through a stepwise 

DN*AN with discrete oxocarbenium ion intermediate, primary C kinetic effect ranges 

between 1.005–1.01.20,22,23 For the transition state forming through a stepwise DN*AN, 

primary C kinetic effect ranges between 0.995 and 1.0.23–25 Thus, the 1′′-13C KIE 

observed for BshA is consistent with a stepwise DN*AN with discrete oxocarbenium 

ion-like intermediate Figure 4.3.  

 

Figure 4.3. Proposed front-face transition state for BshA-catalyzed conjugation of 

UDP-GlcNAc and L-malate. 

 

4.3 CONCLUSION 

Using the isotopically labeled donor substrates [1´´-13C]UDP-GlcNAc, [2´´-2H]UDP-

GlcNAc and [2´´-13C]UDP-GlcNAc, we determined three experimental KIEs using a 

whole molecule MALDI-TOF MS approach. The experimentally measured 2´´-13C 
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KIE of 1.001 ± 0.001 show that C2´´ position does not undergo a significant change in 

bonding at the TS of BshA. The primary 1′′-13C KIE of 1.010 ± 0.011 is consistent with 

a rate determining TS that leads to formation of a stepwise DN*AN with discrete 

oxocarbenium ion intermediate. The β-secondary KIE 2′′-2H KIE of 1.111 ± 0.003, 

suggests there is significant oxocarbenium ion–like character at the rate determining 

TS, again consistent with a DN*AN reaction manifold. Previous studies have suggested 

a front-face SNi (ANDN) TS for the conjugation of UDP-GlcNAc and L-malate based 

on structural characterization of BshA. Our KIE results, however, are more consistent 

with a stepwise mechanism resulting in the formation of a discrete, though likely short 

lived, oxocarbenium ion intermediate. 

 

4.4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

4.4.1 General 

Unless otherwise noted, all chemicals were purchased as analytical or reagent 

grade and used without further purification. MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry 

measurements were recorded on a Bruker Autoflex Speed spectrometer equipped with 

a 2KHz smartbeam II laser, with a time of flight (TOF)-analyzer capable of both 

positive and negative ion mode as described in detail below. Matrix solution of 2-

hydrazinoquinoline (2-HQ) was prepared in a 95:5 mixture of methanol and acetic acid 

at a final concentration of 12 mg/mL.159 
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4.4.2 Protein preparation  

A plasmid for the recombinant expression of BshA was obtained as a generous 

gift from Prof. Paul Cook (Grand Valley State University) and expressed in BL21(DE3) 

E. coli cells as described previously.213 The overnight culture was grown in LB with 25 

g/mL kanamycin at 37 ℃. Protein expression was inducted with 0.1 mM IPTG at 

18°C overnight. The cells were then pelleted at 8500 rcf for 20 minutes, resuspended 

in a wash buffer of 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4 containing 10 mM imidazole, and lysed 

by sonication. The lysate was then centrifuged at 8500 rcf to remove insoluble cellular 

debris. Enzyme was purified from the supernatant with a Ni-NTA column using a linear 

gradient between 10 mM to 300 mM imidazole. Enzyme containing fractions were 

identified using SDS-PAGE, pooled, and dialyzed into 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4. 

Individual aliquots of enzyme were flash frozen and stored at –80 ℃ until use. 

4.4.3 Sample quenching 

Quenching of enzyme activity was accomplished by thermally inactivating 

BshA containing samples at 95 ℃. Thermal inactivation was tested for efficient 

quenching by monitoring UDP-GlcNAc consumption with BshA pre-incubated at  95 

℃. Two 50 L reaction mixtures were prepared containing 1 mM UDP-GlcNAc, 10 

mM L-malate and 1 mM MgCl2 in 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer pH 7.4. A 10 L fraction 

from each reaction mixture was removed prior to initiating the reaction to allow for 

measurement of initial UDP-GlcNAc concentration at time zero. The first reaction was 

initiated through the addition of 2 μL of 6 μM of BshA, and the second reaction was 

initiated through the addition of 2 μL of 6 μM BshA which had been pre-incubated at 
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95 ℃ for 10 min. Each reaction mixture was allowed to proceed at 22 ℃. At 10 min 

time intervals, 10 L aliquots were removed from each reaction mixture and incubated 

at 95 ℃ for 10 min. The time zero time points were diluted with 1 μL of 20 mM Tris-

HCl pH 7.4. All time points were diluted with water to a total volume of 100 μL, and 

20 μL of each time point was injected on HPLC to monitor UDP-GlcNAc consumption. 

Reactions were repeated in triplicate. Samples were separated by HPLC using reversed 

phase ion pairing chromatography approach using phosphate buffer pH 6.0 containing 

tetra butyl ammonium bisulfate. The column was washed with buffer B for 4 min and 

then re-equilibrated with buffer A for 4 min before subsequent injections. Analytes 

were observed using the absorbance at 254 nm. Concentrations were determined from 

their relative peak areas, which were plotted as a function of time to obtain the reaction 

time course. Analyte concentrations from three independent experiments were 

averaged to obtain reaction progress curve.  

4.4.4 MALDI-TOF MS Sample Preparation and Acquisition 

For MALDI-TOF measurements using 2-HQ as the matrix, 10 µL of analyte 

sample was directly mixed with 10 µL of 2-HQ suspension and subsequently incubated 

at 37 ℃ for 10 minutes as previously described.159 1 µL samples of the 2-HQ–analyte 

mixture were spotted on the target plate and allowed to dry for 10 minutes at room 

temperature and humidity of 45-50%. 

 Mass spectra were recorded in negative-ion reflectron mode to achieve optimal 

baseline peak resolution. A spectral window from 300 to 800 m/z was used for 

analyzing UDP-GlcNAc samples. A total of five technical replicate spots were 
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analyzed for each analyte sample to minimize variability in sample concentration or 

isotope composition resulting from sample spotting. Summed spectrum from a 

minimum of 3000 shots for each sample spot were recorded and exported in mzXML 

format and further processed in R using the MaldiQuant package,214,215 as described in 

Chapter 2. 

4.4.5 KIE measurements 

UDP-GlcNAc substrate samples, both isotopically labeled and unlabeled, were 

prepared by dissolving the solid to a concentration of 10 mM. Concentrations were 

verified by measuring the absorption at 262 nm (262 = 10,000 M-1cm-1).  

Reaction mixtures for BshA KIE measurements were prepared containing 2 

mM total UDP-GlcNAc substrate (in a ~ 1:1 ratio of “heavy” to “light” sample) in 20 

mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4 with 10 mM L-malate and 1 mM MgCl2 in a final volume of 120 

L. Prior to initiation of the reaction, a time zero time point consisting of 20 L of the 

reaction mixture was removed and diluted to a final volume of 22 L to measure initial 

UDP-GlcNAc concentrations and isotope ratios (Ro). Reactions were carried out at 22 

℃ and initiated through the addition of 10 L of 6 μM BshA. At regular time intervals 

5 L aliquots of the reaction mixture were removed and the BshA activity was 

quenched by incubation at 95 ℃. Thermal inactivation was found to rapidly inactivate 

BshA without any degradation of the UDP-GlcNAc substrate. Subsequently, aliquots 

of the reaction mixture were mixed with an equal volume of solution consisting of 0.5 

mM [Glc-13C6]UDP-GlcNAc standard. Quenched fractions were centrifuged at 17,000 
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 g for 2 min to remove any solid precipitates and stored at –20 ℃ prior to MALDI-

TOF analysis as described above. 

4.4.6 Peak integration and data analysis 

Relative peak areas for the [12C12]UDP-GlcNAc (light, m/z = 605.7), [1-

13C1]UDP-GlcNAc (heavy, m/z = 606.7) and [13C6]UDP-GlcNAc (standard, m/z = 

611.7) were determined for each mass spectrum using a numerical peak integration 

script developed in R. Briefly, mass spectral mzXML files were imported in R using 

the MALDIquant package.214,215 A 10 m/z window containing the peaks of interest was 

selected for further analysis. The 25th percentile of all intensity values within this 

segment was used as a baseline and subtracted from all intensities within the segment. 

Subsequently, the boundaries of each relevant peak were identified. Initial guesses of 

outer integration boundaries were provided by the user and were identical for all mass 

spectra analyzed from the same enzyme-substrate combination. Subsequently, an 

approximate first derivative was calculated for the entire spectrum segment and 

smoothed using an “SMA” moving average calculation. A difference in treatment of 

the left and right boundaries was necessitated by the peak asymmetry. The left 

boundary was selected as the highest mass number lower than the 20th percentile of 

smoothed derivatives within the segment bound by the initial guess and the peak 

maximum. The left boundary was selected as the lowest mass number lower than the 

5th percentile of smoothed derivatives within the segment bound by the peak maximum 

and the initial guess. The total peak intensity was determined after boundary selection 

from the sum of all intensities within these boundaries. A plot of spectra with overlaid 

final integration boundaries was manually examined for each measurement to verify 
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accurate boundary detection. An integration was considered successful if the 

boundaries included the entire target peak, excluded all other peaks, and divided 

overlapping peaks at a local minimum between them. 
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5.1 SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Kinetic isotope effect (KIE) measurements are a powerful tool to interrogate 

the microscopic steps in enzyme catalyzed reactions and can provide detailed 

information about transition state structures. However, the application of KIE 

measurements to study enzymatic reactions is not widely applied due to the tedious and 

complex analytical workflows required to measure KIEs with sufficient precision. In 

this thesis I described the development of a novel competitive KIE measurement 

method using MALDI-TOF-MS and the investigation of the transition state of 

glycosyltransferase enzyme BshA from B. subtilis.  

First, we developed a method for the direct measurement of competitive KIEs 

using a whole molecule matrix assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) time of 

flight (TOF) mass spectrometry (MS). This approach enabled quantitative 

measurements of both relative isotope abundance of an analyte and fractional 

conversion F in single measurements without the need for purification prior to analysis. 

Using isotope labeled internal standard introduced during reaction to quench the 

enzyme reaction at multiple time points enabled the simultaneous measurement of R 

and F relative to the internal standard for each sample as the reaction progresses. We 

measured 1-13C KIEs for E. coli β-galactosidase (LacZ) catalyzed hydrolysis of 

lactose, and obtained an average primary [1-13C] KIE of 1.034  0.005.  

In order to prepare isotopically labelled UDP-GlcNAc substrates necessary for 

transition state analysis of the reaction catalyzed by the glycosyltransferase BshA, we 

described the use of two chemoenzymatic approaches. The first of these methods used 

a one-pot four-enzyme reaction, modified from the Chen lab,134 using NahK, GlmU, 
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PK and IPPase to prepare UDP-GlcNAc, [1-13C]UDP-GlcNAc (3.2), [2-13C]UDP-

GlcNAc (3.3), and [13C6]UDP-GlcNAc (3.4) in 40-83% yields from the appropriately 

labeled GlcNAc precursors. We then used the reaction catalyzed by WecB to 

enzymatically incorporate deuterium into the into the 2-H position of UDP-GlcNAc 

to produce [2-2H]UDP-GlcNAc by carrying out the enzymatic reaction in D2O (3.5). 

Finally, we have begun to work on the synthesis of [1-18O]UDP-GlcNAc and describe 

an approach to prepare this substrate that is currently underway in the lab.  

BshA is a retaining glycosyltransferase GT-4 family enzyme, typically 

hypothesized to utilize an a front-face SNi (ANDN) reaction mechanism in which the 

departure of the UDP leaving group and attack by the malate hydroxyl group at the 

anomeric position occur at the same face of the sugar in a concerted fashion, with a 

single TS that involves simultaneous bond formation and bond breaking.196
 Although 

direct experimental support for the SNi mechanism over a SN1 mechanism are limited, 

one way to distinguish between these two mechanistic manifolds is through the 

measurement of experimental KIEs.  While structural studies 196,210,211 provide some 

insight into the active site of BshA, there is limited information about the dynamic 

mechanistic details of BshA which would determine more conclusively whether it goes 

through the SNi-like reaction mechanism.  

Using the quantitative whole molecule MALDI-TOF MS approach, we 

determined multiple competitive KIEs for the enzymatic reaction catalyzed by BshA.  

KIEs were measured using UDP-GlcNAc donor substrates containing specific isotope 

labels surrounding the reaction center: [1´´-13C]UDP-GlcNAc, [2´´-2H]UDP-GlcNAc 
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and [2´´-13C]UDP-GlcNAc). The experimental KIE measured using [2´´-13C]UDP-

GlcNAc had a value of 1.001 ± 0.001, which indicated that there is no isotope effect 

for 2´´-13C and corroborated that C2´´ position does not undergo a significant change 

in bonding at the TS of BshA. The experimental KIE measured using [2′′-2H]UDP-

GlcNAc with in a KIE value of 1.111 ± 0.003 indicated a high oxocarbenium ion-like 

character and hyperconjugation between H2′′ and the electron-deficient  C1′′ of  the  

oxocarbenium and hence, flattening of  C5′′-O5′′-C1′′-C2′′ of the pyranose ring. 

Finally, the experimental KIE measured using [1′′-13C]UDP-GlcNAc with a KIE value 

of 1.010 ± 0.011 was consistent with a stepwise DN*AN with discrete oxocarbenium 

ion intermediate at the rate determining TS. 

While previous studies suggested a front-face SNi (DNAN) TS for the 

conjugation of UDP-GlcNAc and L-malate, our KIE results show that a stepwise 

mechanism resulting in the formation of a discrete, though likely short lived, 

oxocarbenium ion intermediate is more likely. TS information gathered on BshA with 

these measurements could be used for the efficient design of inhibitors for BshA. Given 

the observed isotope effects, incorporating positive charge in and nearby C1′′ position 

of UDP-GlcNAc via nitrogen atoms could serve as a mimic for this oxocarbenium  ion–

like transition state. Since BshA is involved in B. subtilis bacterial infections leading 

to sepsis, especially in immunocompromised patients, developing alternative 

treatments for this infection could be of interest for the medical research community.  

The application of this MALDI-TOF MS approach on analysis of LacZ and 

BshA has demonstrated the precision of KIE measurements comparable to precision 

obtained using competitive radioisotope labelling, and NMR based approaches.  This 
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precision was obtained while improving on the limitations of the aforementioned 

approaches. The limitations of previous approaches included extensive purification of 

analytes prior to analysis, separate measurements of R and F, and requirement of large 

quantities of multi-isotopically labeled substrates. It is important to note that 

incorporating multiple labels in a single substrate, i.e radioisotope labeling, makes 

synthesis of these materials extremely challenging due to their unstable nature and 

proclivity to degradation. Our MALDI-TOF MS based KIE measurement method 

bypasses all of these limitations, making it a more user-friendly approach applicable to 

a wider research community. Our method requires only μg quantities of substrates with 

a single isotope label, does not require any purification of analytes prior to analysis and 

allows for a simultaneous measurement of R and F in each time point of the reaction. 

Being that MALDI-TOF MS technology is often available at universities and it is 

relatively easy to get trained on this instrument, our hope is that more research labs will 

use this method to quickly and precisely determine transition states of the enzymes they 

are interested in. Furthermore, we hope that they can use this information for transition 

state analogue design, as a more efficient and less time-consuming strategy than high-

throughput screening.  

Another benefit of using MALDI-TOF MS for KIE analysis is that it can 

analyze small, medium and large size molecules. Hence, our method should not be 

limited to a specific class of enzymes. We predict application of our method to all types 

of enzymes – hydrolases, oxidoreductases, lyases, transferases, ligases and isomerases. 

Selection of matrix and optimization of ionization efficiency will be needed prior to 

analysis. Another important factor to consider is the analysis window. Major 
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contaminants or side products should not overlap with analyte peaks and ideally not 

appear in the analysis window at all. Possible ways to resolve these issues include ion 

deflection, alternative matrix selection and repurification of starting materials prior to 

enzymatic reaction.  

Furthermore, our method could be applied to study chemical reactions as well, 

although optimal ionization of very small molecules < 200 m/z would be challenging 

due to signal suppression from the matrix and detection limits of the instrument.  

Another challenge with chemical reaction mixture analysis is its potential corrosiveness 

that would interfere with MALDI-TOF MS acquisition. The plate used for MALDI-

TOF MS corrodes with very low and very high pH, so pH adjustment of the samples 

would be required prior to analysis.  

Based on our preliminary tests on ESI-MS, we expect that our overall strategy 

for KIE measurements could be applied to analysis with different type of mass 

spectrometry instruments. ESI-MS instruments would require development of 

purification protocols prior to analysis, and testing of precision is recommended prior 

to full analysis of KIE values. Although we don’t predict that extending our method 

onto different MS instruments would maintain its wide application, we would expect 

that specific reactions may benefit from a different type of ionization of their substrates 

or products.  

Future development of this method towards automation of quenching and larger 

scale data analysis could increase its application and use in industry. Automation of 

reaction mixture quenching, and data analysis workflows would further simplify the 

KIE measurement process making the measurement of KIEs for TS analysis a more 
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experimentally accessible technique for the broader enzymology research community 

and industry-based research. Development of a programable mixing instrument would 

automate chemical quenching of enzymatic KIE reaction mixtures with the 

reproducible introduction of an isotopically labeled internal standard, and hence enable 

the measurement of isotope ratios at multiple fractional conversions from a single 

enzyme reaction mixture with even higher reproducibility by reducing the variability 

coming from human error. In addition, development of scripts that would automate data 

analysis post peak integration would enable faster measurements and analysis of 

multiple heavy atom KIEs.  

Our MALDI-TOF MS method for KIE measurements could furthermore be 

applied to study other retaining glycosyltransferases hypothesized to go through SNi-

like mechanism to shed light on the nuances of the transition state of these enzymes, as 

well as on other glycosyltransferases and glycosyl-hydrolases whose mechanisms still 

remain to be elucidated. In Poulin lab, one such example includes PgaCD, a 

glycosyltransferase involved in the formation of bacterial biofilm. Targeting enzymes 

involved in biofilm formation for inhibitor design is also of interest for the medical 

research community, as the potential therapeutic benefits could solve the problem of 

persistent bacterial biofilm infections. Moreover, we hope that future research extends 

the application of this methodology onto inhibitor design of enzymes involved in 

progression and medication-resistance of other diseases such as viruses and different 

types of cancer. 
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